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Beshear: Slots a way to balance budget

ly TOM KIM
Staff Wrtter
Only five days remain for
those wanting to run for city.
county. state and federal offices
in 2010 to get the paperwork
done.
The deadline for filing is
Tuesday, Jan. 26 and still many
incumbents are running unopposed and no one has signed on
to fill several offices.
Twat recently filing include
Commonwealth's Attorney C.
Mark Blankenship, who is seeking his first elected term serving
the 42nd District of Calloway
counties.
and
Marshal
Blankenship was appointed to
the office in 2(X/8 following the
former
resignation
of
Attorney
Commonwealth's
Mike Ward. Blankenship has
filed as a Denux:rat.
Also, county resident Sam
White has filed as a Democrat
to run for the Third District
magistrate seat on Calloway.
Fiscal Court. The seat is curby
Bobby
rently
held
Stubblefield. Stubblefield, it hc
is victorious in the May 18
Primary against White and any
further candidates will face
Republican opposition from
Vernon Amkrtion if Anderson
survives as the GOP nominee.
So far. no one has filed for thc
scats
off-we or Haassi mayer,
on the Hazel City Council or the
position of Calloway County
surveyot.
Meanwhile. several other candidates are running unopposed.
The list includes U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield,
R-Hopkinsville;
Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley, D-Murray; County

Governor: $780 million could be
generated over a two-year period
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press WrIter
RANKFORT. Ky, (AP)
— Gov. Steve Beshear
urged lawmakers on
Tuesday to legalize slot
machines at Kentucky horse
tracks as a way to stave off massive budget cuts and potential
layoffs of state workers
Lawmakers could generate
S780 million for state government over two years by allowing the tracks to install vide,o
slot machines, Beshear told
reporters before addressing a
joint session of the House and
Senate on Tuesday evening.
The proposal has proven divisive in the past in Kentucky, A
state where political leaders his-

F

torically have frowned on casino-style gambling despite a
long history of wagering on
horse races, lotteries and charitable games like bingo.
Though the proposal appears
to face long odds, Beshear contends it is a sensible means of
resolving the states financial
woes and hc challenged lawmakers to approve it.
"It requires some courage,Beshear said. -I'm hopeful thcy
will demonstrate that courage."
Beshear said his budget proposal includes no tax increa.scs
for fear they could push
Kentucky's economy further
into recession.

II See Page 2A

MSU projects 1
Included In
proposal

AP Photo/Ed Soinke
Gov. Steve Beshear talks with reporters about his proposed
budget during a briefing prior to his budget address to the
General Assernbly in Frankfort, Tuesday, Jan. 19

ay IMWRINII MGM
Staff Wrtu.,
-Aithrx.igh it renxixina
be seen which items in
Gov. Steve Besheia's proposed budget will be
aclito*e4 by th-e Geasiat
Assembly, Murray State
Universiry officials are
confident that the final
phase of do science complex *ill ha included.
Catherine
MS1.14 vice preside* SW
institutional
and ecarlaismicaltlea.
the university
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mulling over
school/cable
disagreement
Sy TOM 111101tRY
litad Witter
Calloway Fiscal Court officials etc disappouited With its
agreement
with
current
Mediacom cable television following a move by the company
to jxnentially charge thousands
of dollars more to hook up cable
television services at East
Elementary School.
Calloway' County SchoolS
spokesman David Dowdy said
this morning that a "minor
pute" with the company hai
ansen COT1CCM-
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Dan Forecast
ay Tim Associated Prim
Wednesday . Showers likely
and a slight chance of thunderstorms Highs in the upper 50s
East winds 5 to le mph
Chance of precipitation 70 percent
Wednesday night .Showers
Sidety LOWS in the mid 40s
Chance of precipitation 70 percent
Thursday Showers likely
Highs in the mid 50s Chance of
precipitation 80 percent
night Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of rain showers Lows in the
upper 30s
Friday Partly oioudy Highs
in the lower 50s
Friday night Pertly cloudy
Lows in the upper 30s
Saturday Partly sunny wah
a 30 percont chance of showers
and thunderstorms Highs in the
lower 50s
night Mostly
Saturday
clouay with a 40 percent chance
of showers Lows in the lower
40s
Sunday Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of rain
Highs in Ihe lower 50s

P
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A fire was reported in an apartment complex on Stadium View Drive Tuesday at 7:54 p.m. According to Michael Skinner,
chiel of the Murray Fre Department, the fire was a grease fire and was contained to a single apartment in the complex.
Skinner said rnore tnan 15 off-duty firefighters responded to assist in checking the other apartments and handling the
fire. No injuries were reported and the scene was cleared at 10:07 p.m. The Murray Poke Department assisted on the
scene

Epic upset: GOP's Brown wins Mass. Senate race
Obama's health care
overhaul left in doubt
as vidory mars end
of president's lst year
By GLEN JOHNSON
and LIZ SIDOTI
Asaociated Press Writers
BOSTON (AP)--- In an epic
upset in liberal Massachusetts,
Republican St Brown rode a

0

wave of voter anger to win the
U.S. Senate scat held by the
late Edward M Kennedy foi
nearly half a century, leaving
President Harack Obama's
health care overhaul in doubt
and marring the end of his first
year in office.
Addressing an exuberant victory celebration Tuesday' night,
Brown declared he With "ready
to go to Washington without
delay- as the crowd chanted,
"Seat him now." Democrats

INDEX.

Brown

Coaidey

indicated they would, deflating
a budding controversy over
whether they would try to

.
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block Brown long enough to
complete congressional passage of the health care phut he
hos promised to oppose
of
people
"rhe
Massachusetts have spoken.
We welcome Scott Brown to
the Senate and will move to
seat him as soon as the proper
PaPerwork has been received,"
said Majority Leader Flarry
Reid, D-Nev. Massachusetts

II See Page 5A

of services so
students and
teachers would
have access to
latest
the
weather inforand
mation
other TV cable
,trViCeS should
it he needed.
According to Dowdy, the current county contract would
require the ghool to be within
250 feet of existing cable distnbution service lines. However
Mediacom officials have reportedly claimed the school is more
than 1,200 feet away and would
require the district to pay more
for insuillation: possibly up to
$3,(XX).
"We believe they have cable
customers on Pottertown Road
and we want them to hook up
single drop to East Elementary
so that, in case of bad weather,
or whatever they can watch the
local news to see If a tornado
was on the way or something
like that,- Dowdy said.
Dowdy said a similar dispute
took plge at North Elementary
when Mediacom claimed the
school was too far away, but it
was later found 'he company's
line run alongside the same side

•See Page 2A
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From Front
of the n.,ad as the school. At
East. Calloway Sebes.)Is officials
were told the company- would
also have to bore about las feet
across a parking 10( AS part of
the installation.
"This just doesn't seem right
to us." Dowdy said. "We don't
believe they have an accurate
map of where their cable systems are.Dowdy said Mediacom is
expected to take a look at its
current construction analysis to
determine exactly where the
lines run and what the cost
would be.
meeting of magisDunng
trates Tuesday night, JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins said the
school district had asked the
county to aid them in the dispute
because the county holds
Mediacom's contract. The move
will not cost county taxpayers
any- money under the contract;
the entire cost will be paid by'
the school district.

However Elkins expressed his
disappointment with the contract saying the disagreement
will have All effect upon the
company's request for A longterm agreement coming up in
the future.
"I will insist on a more equitable agreement than last time,"
Elkins said. "It's entirely a oneway agreement." He said he
would be in contact with the
company to find way to work
out the dispute.
"We'll stay after them and find
a way to WOrk it out," he said.
In other action, the court voted
to table consideration of budget
proposals for calendar 2010
from Calloway County Clerk
Ray Coursey Jr. and Sheriff Bill
Marcum. The proposals will be
considered during next month's
meeting when the county general fund budget will also be on
the agenda.
However magistrates did
approve a resolution supporting
the shenff's department's need
to borrow funding from the state
to pay its bills throughout the
year. Annually, Calloway'

County and other departments
across 111C state borrow money
from the state treasury to pay
operating expenses and then
repay the state at the end of the
year after taxes are collected.
In other action, magistrates:
• approved a resolution in
support of the sheriff's department application to obtain grant
funding for additional body
armor.
• Approved giving one of the
county's electrical generators to
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
in lieu of the purchase of a new
one for county' purposes. CCFR
will reportedly use the equipment at any one of its substations in the event of an emergency.
• heard a report from County
Attorney David Harrington that
he has almost completed revisions to the county's property
protection ordinance that will
"streamline- the document and
provide more legal means to
enforce provisions. The updated
version will be presented to the
property protection board and
magistrates at a later date.
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AP Photo/Ed Reinke
Gov. Steve Beshear greets legislators as he enters the House of Representatives to deliver
the budget address to a joint session of the General Assembly in Frankfort, Tuesday, Jan. 19.
Beshear urged lawmakers to iegalize slot machines at Kentucky horse tracks as a way to
stave oft massive budget cuts and potential layoffs of state workers.

Beshear Slots a way to balance
Robert Valentine signs
a copy of his book,
"Seasons," for Nate
Brelsford, a junior from
Paducah studying liberal arts. The signing
was held Tuesday. at
University Book and
Bean, where Valentine
read a selection called
"Kick the Can" and
answered questions
from the audience
before signing his
book.
KYSER LOUGH
/Ledger & Times

The Physicians and Staff of Primary Care Medical Center are proud to announce
the addition of Dr. Susan Heigey to the practice She is a Family Practitioner and
accepting new patients in our office at the comer of 12th Street and Glendale Road
Dr. Heffley is a graduate of the University of Evansville and the University of Louisville
School of Medicine. She completed her residenc-y in Family and Geriatric Medicine at
the University of Louisville.
Please help us in welcoming Susan, her husband
; Joe, and their daughter, Rachel to Murray.
Appointments con be made by calling
270-759-9200

Primary rt
Care
MEDICAL CEMER
Mon Fri:
Sam Spm
Saturday:
Sam 6pm

From Front

"It will be a test of his leadership skills and his legislative
skills," Stumbo said.
David
Senate
President
Williarns, R-Burkesville, predicted that the gambling proposal would doom Beshear's budget proposal.
"Ultimately, you cannot
spend, tax or gamble your way
to prosperity," Williams said.
Beshear called his budget proposal a conservative and responsible way to help state government weather the economic
recession.
"Now what is neecled is honest, thoughtful and open discussion of how to move forward,"
he said.
"Private companies and private individuals are cutting
back, and there's no reason that
government can't do the same
thing," said Martin Cothran,
spokesman for Say No To
Casinos.
Cothran said he doesn't

Vs'ithout the revenue trom
slots, Beshear said state government would face cuts of more
than 12 percent over the first
year of the two-year budget proposal and 34 percent in the second year. That's in addition to
20 percent to 25 percent cuts
already made in many state
agencies,
"Cuts of this magnitude would
undoubtedly lead to mass layoffs and would inflict devastating damage on literally hundir-ds of cntical services to communities and individuals around
the commonwealth," Beshear
said.
Under the governor's budget
proposal, gambling revenues
would help the maintain current
funding levels for job creation,
health care, public safety and
education programs.
The governor also said he
remains hopeful that Congress
might approve a seo034 Ourf„d
of funding to help statet like
Kentucky balance their budgets.
If that happens. Beshear said 1
percent pay raises to teachers From Front
and state employees would be
among his plans for the money. list of the their top requests,
"We cannot control what hap- which included $30 million for
pens in Washington, and thus a physics and engineering buildmy budget does not count on ing to be constructed next to the
recently completed chemistry
that money," he said.
Among spending initiatives building and near the biology
included in the voluminous building. Other projects that the
budget bill, Beshear proposed university' hopes will be includ$1.5 billion in general fund ed in future budgets include $58
bonds for construction projects million for a new library'.
While it depends on what legthat he said will create jobs for
Kentuckians. He also proposed islators include in the final
$300 million for additional budget, Sivills that unless somehighway construction projects thing drastic happens, MSU
and $129 million in general expects to get the funds necesfund bonds to construct a new sary to start the physics building
Eastern State Hospital for the in the 2012 fiscal year. which
mentally ill to replace the exist- I begins July 1, 2012. The physics
ing facility that predates the building is cwrently MSU's top
capital priority and Sivills said
Civii War.
Besides gambling revenues, she thought every public univerBeshear also proposed a variety sity would get their top capital
of maneuvers, including fund requests. She said MSU
transfers, debt restructuring and President Dr, Randy Dunn and
spending cuts to balance the university officials are happy
budget. House Appropriations with Beshear for keeping higher
and
Revenue
Committee education a priority amidst the
Chairman Rick Rand, D- state's financial woes.
"I talked to Dr. Dunn last
Bedford, said he intends to file
the governor's budget bill night and he applauded the governor for keeping education a
Wednesday.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo. pnority in the budget and we
D-Prestonsburg. said he will hope that continues (as the
propose an alternative budget if General Assembly discusses the
Beshear is unable to win the details)," Sivills said."We hope
support of enough lawmakers to everyone can work together to
keep education unharmed in the
pass his own.

believe Beshears proposal has
enough support to pass the
House or the Senate. But, if it
did, Cothran said he expects a
lawsuit to challenge the constitutionality of the move.
Say No To Casinos contends
that the state constitution specifically
forbids
gambling.
Beshear and other proponents
disagree.
"The leaders of both chambers
of the General Assembly have
advised the governor not to do
this," Cothran said. "He should
listen to good advice."
A
measure
similar
to
Beshear's gambling proposal
passed the House last year but
died in the Senate.
Beshear said his latest proposal has one notable variation
from last year's legislation: He
is calling for the money to go
into the general fund to balance
the budget — not pnmarily to
education programs as before.
budget cuts."
Sivills noted that although
MSU is grateful that Besheai
plans to keep higher education
from getting more drastic cuts
than some state agencies will
likely face, MSU could still face
a 2 percent cut compared to fiscal year 2009-2010 if the
General Assembly does not
approve any new means of revenue. If this happens, this would
be a 4 percent total cut in two
years, she said.
Sivills said two other projects
are included in the proposed
budget, but those woulo not be
funded by the state's general
fund. The budget proposes $8.9
million
to renovate
the
Elizabeth Hall residential college and $10 million for the
College Courts apartnients. both
in the 2011 fiscal year. Another
$1 million is proposed in the
same fiscal year to renovate the
Curris Center T- Room and buy
food service equipment.
Tom Denton. MSU's vice
president of finance and administrative services, said that
while the money for the physics
building would be part of a
state-issued bond that pays for
capital projects on campuses
across Kentucky. the renovation
projects are funded through um
versity-issued
bonds. The
money for the T-Room project
comes from food sale revenues.
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New 6.1 quake hits Haiti, people flee into streets

Obituaries
Mrs. Maude M. Gibson
Mrs. Maude M. Gibson, 92, Murray, formerly of Pans,
Tenn.,
died Tiles& Jan. 19. 2010, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Marshall
Miller Gibson. and her parents, Cecil Lee and Effie
Coy Thompson Lee.
Survivors riclude one 'sin, Marshall Gibson and
wife, Gay,
one daughter, Jeannine
Monkowksi and husband, John, Troy, Mich.. three
grandchildren, Darron Gibson and wife, Lisa,
Manon, Mass., Chad Gibson and special friend.
Robyn McCarty, Murray, and Kim Evangelista and
husband. Dave, Lavortia. Mich.; five great-grandGibson
children_
The funeral will be Fnday at I p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the
oiew Liberty Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from
4 to 8 p.m. Thursday. Online condolences may be left at
www.imesmiller.com.
Expressions of syrnpathy may be made to Potters Children's
Horne, 2350 Nashville Rd.. Bowling Green, KY 42101-4098 or St.
Jude's Children's Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude P1., Memphis, TN
38105.
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Tommie D. Hill

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP)- A powerful aftershock
struck Haiti on Wednesday.
shaking buildings and sending
screaming people running into
the streets only eight days after
the country's capital was devastated by a major earthquake.
The magnitude-6.I temblor
was the largest aftershock yet to
the apocalyptic Jan. 12 quake
that shattered Haiti's capiud. It
was not inunechately clear if it
caused additional damage or
injuries.
The new quake hit at 6:03
a.m. (1103 GMT) about 35
miles (56 kilometers) northwest
of the capital of Pon-au-Prince
and 13.7 miles (22 kilometers)
below the surface.
Wails of terror rose from
frightened survivors as the earth
shuddered at 6:03 a.m. The U.S.
Geologic Survey said the quake
was centered about 35 miles(56
kilometers) northwest of Ponau-Prince and was 13.7 miles
(22 kilometers) below the surface.
LAM week's magnitude-7
quake killed an estimated
200,000 people in Haiti, left
250,000 injured and made 1.5
minion homeless, according to
the
European
Union
Commission. A massive international aid effort has been
launched, but is struggling with
ovenvhelming logistical prob-

lenis
SUll,
search-and-rescue
teams have emerged from the
ruins with some improbable success stories -including the rescue of 69-year-old ardent
Roman Catholic who said she
prayed constantly dunng her
week under the rubble.
Ena Zin had been at a church
meeting at the residence of
Hani's Roman Catholic archbishop when the Jan. 12 quake
struck, trapping her in debris
On Tuesday, she was rescued by
a Mexican disaster team that
was created in the wake of
Mexico City's 1985 earthquake.
Zizi said that after the quake,
she spoke back and forth with a
vicar who also was trapped. But
after a few days, he fell silent.
and she spent the rest of the time
praying and waiting.
"I talked only to my boss,
God," she said. "And I didn't
need any more humans."
Doctors who examined Zizi
on Tuesday said she was dehydrated and had a dislocated hip
and a broken leg.
Elsewhere in the capital, two
women were pulled from a
destroyed university building.
And near midnight Tuesday.
a smiling and singing 26-yearold Lozama Hotteline was carried to safety. from a collapsed
store in the Petionville neighborhood by the French aid group

The funeral for Torrunie D. Hill will be Friday at I p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Pastor Ruth Ragovin will
officiate. Bunal will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation
will be from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday at the funeral home. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society do Pat
Latimer, 101 South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Hill, 72, Murray. died Tuesday, Ja_n 19, 2010, at 2:10 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Preceding him iri death were his
parents, Herman and Helen Parker Hill, and two brothers, Bill and
John Mark Hill.
He wa.s owner and operator of Barco Construction Company,
Lexington. A 1966 graduate of Mun-ay State University with a bachelor of science degree, he was of Church of Chnst faith and was a
board member of the Associated General Contractors, Epsilon Pi
Tau and Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Survivors include his wife. Judith Hill; two sons, Chip Hill and w
KUFR KANA, Israel (AP) around sunglasses.
wife, Karen, Franklin, Tenn.. and Ron Hill and wife. Susan, - In this small Galilee town
But he will have a lough time
Cincinnati, Ohio: five grandchildren.
where tradition says Jesus slowing the hemorrhage of
tumed water to wine, an ambi- Christians from this bleak, ecotious priest hopes to perform his nomically depressed town, as
Mrs. Elaine Collins
The funeral for Mrs. Elaine Collins will be Fnday at I I a.m. in own miracle -- revive a shrink- the young move away to cities
like nearby Nazareth. which
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Matt Williams will ing flock.
Father Masoud Abu Hatoum, offer bigger Christian communiofficiate. Bunal will follow in the Murray Memonal Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday. nicknamed "the bulldozer" for ties, more jobs and better marhis enthusiasm, has come up riage prospects.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmillercom.
with a few ideas, like re-enact"Our youths leave the vilMrs. Collins, 86, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 19, 2010, at 2:46
ing the New Testament story of lage, they tell us: 'We don't
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A homemaker, she was a Jesus
transforming the water for want to die here.' We get old.
member of Owensboro Chapter of Homemakers. West Fork Baptist guests at a wedding
in the and they leave," said 65-yearChurch and the Women's Missionary Union.
Galilee hamlet of Cana. now this old Said Saffouri, a parishioner
Preceding her in death were her husband. Johnny (1.0.) Collins; northern Israeli town of Kufr whose two
sons have moved out
her parents, Lee Roy Barnett and Jessie Mae Weston Barnett; and Kana.
of town.
two brothers, Glen Barnett and Lee Roy (Junior) Barnett Jr.
"We have to attract people,"
Migration and low birth rates
Survivors include one son, Gary Collins and wife, Kandace, said Abu Hatoum. who looks as have diminished Christian popuKirksey, four brothers. Oliver Barnett, Max Barnett and wife, much rock star as pnest with his lations across the Middle East.
Sondra, Dale Barnett and wife, Barbara, and J.L. Barnett and wife, trim beard and large wrap- Israel's conununity of 123,000
Barbara, all of Murray: four sisters, Bernice Phelps and husband,
Doiphus, Louisville, Rhonda Wrye and husband. Gene, Canton.
Maxine Suttes and husband, Bob, and Rachel Wolske, all of
Michigan; four grandchildren, Greg Collins and wife, Regina, New
APPOMATTOX, Va. (AP) being called - and died on the
Concord, Lt. John Tyler Collins, USMC, Enid. Okla.. Brittany L. - Police with dogs and heat- way to the hospital.
Collins, Monroe, La., and Caroline Clark Collins, Murray; one sensing equipment hunted for a
All the victims were adults
man they say shot eight people and both men arid women were
great-grandchild.
to death Tuesday and then near- killed, state police Sgt. Thomas
ly
took down a police helicopter Molnar said. Three of the bodies
Cordez LeMar Bacon
that was trying to flush him out were found inside the home, and
The funeral for Cordez LeMar Bacon will be Friday at 11 a.m. at
of the woods near this central four just outside it, Molnar said.
First Street Baptist Church, Hopkinsville. Rev. Virginia town.
Police refused to speculate on
Kenneth Wharton will officiate. Burial will follow
State police said officers had a rnotive and would not say what
in the Patterson Cemetery. in Trigg County. the
suspect,
Christopher type of weapon was used.
Visitation will be from 4 to 7 p.m. Thursday at Speight, 39, circled in the woods Molnar also
gave no backGamble Funeral Home, 13 I I South Liberty, late Tuesday near the home ground on the suspect.
Hopkinsville.
where seven of the bodies were
Speight's last known address
Mr. Bacon, 29. Pans, Tenn., formerly. of found and they believed he was was along the block where the
Hopkinsville, died Wednesday. Jan. 13, 2010. at still alive. An eighth victim was shootings occurred, but Molnar
Regional Medical Center. He was head band direc- found barely alive on the side of did not know if the suspect was
the road - which led to police still living there. He would not
tor at Henry County High School, Paris.
Bacon
A 2003 graduate of Murray State University, he
earned his bachelor's degree in music education and did his student
teaching at East Elementary, Calloway County Middle and
Calloway County High School, and his practicum at Murray High
School. He was pianist. organist and head choir director for Gracey
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Baptist Church from 1998 to 2003 Survivors include his mother,
Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
Nlary M. Bacon, Hopkinsville, one sister, LaShay Durgin. Daphne.
Ala.
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.

Rescuers Without Borders.
Crews at the cathedral compound site Tuesday recovered
the body of the archbishop,
Monsignor Joseph Serge Miot,
who was killed in the Jan. 12
quake.
Authorities said close to 100
people had been pulled from
wrecked buildings by internetional search-and-rescue teams
Efforts continued, with dozens
of teams sifting through Port-auPnnce's crumbled homes and
buildings for signs of life.
But the good news was overshadowed by the frustrating fact
that the world still can't get
enough food and water to the
hungry and thirsty
"We need so much. Food,
clothes. we need everything. I
don't know whose responsibility
it is. but they need to give us
something soon," said Sophia
Eltime. a 29-year-old mother of
two who has been living under a
bedsheet with seven members of
her extended family.
The World Food Program
said more than 250,000 readyto-eat food rations had been distributed in Haiti by Tuesday,
reaching only a fraction of the 3
million people thought to be in
desperate need.
The WFP said it needs to
deliver 100 million ready-to-eat
rations in the next 30 days.
Based on pledges from the

United States. Italy and
Denmark, it has 16 million in
the pipeline.
Even as U.S. troops landed in
Seahawk helicopters Tuesday on
the manicured lawn of the
ruined National Palace. the
colossal efforts to help Haw
were
proving
inadequate
because of the scale of the disaster and the limitations of the
world's
governments
Expectations exceeded what
money. will and military might
have been able to achieve.
So far, international relief
efforts have been unorganized,
disjointed and insufficient to satisfy the great need.
Doctors Without Borders
says a plane carrying urgently
needed surgical equipment and
drugs has been tumed away five
times, even though the agency
received advance authorization
to land.
A statement from Partners in
Health, co-founded by the
deputy U.N. envoy to Haiti. Dr.
Paul Farmer. said the group's
medical director estimated
20.000 people are dying ea6
day who could be saved by stirgery
-TENS OF THOUSANI3f
OF EARTHQUAKE VICTIMS
NEED EMERGENCY SUR4CAL CARE NOW mlf"
group said.

Arab Christians try reviving town of Jesus miracl
Arab Christians is one of the few
in the region whose numbers
have held steady - it grew
slightly by 2,000 in 2009. But it
does face a problem of rural
flight to big cities, which leaves
traditional small Christian towns
like Kufr Kana to waste away.
Kufr Kana was entirely
Christian at the beginning of the
20th century, but Muslims began
settling in the village first as
traders, and then as refugees
fleeing fighting during the 1948
Arab-Israeli war, locals said.
Now' the village is home to
16.000 Muslims and 4,000
Christians.
The remaining Christians are
already discussing what happens
when their conununity dies out

completely:
Would
14
Muslims one day have to ostsee the Christian holy sites ;Sr
would members of the clef*
stay behind to dc, so?
Relations with Muslims tend
to be cool but polite. Sonic
Christian residents describe
warm friendships with Muslims
-- while others claim Muslims
want them banished from town.
Mostly, Christians said they jiat
felt outnumbered.
•,
From a distance. the tose
reflects its overwhelmingly
Muslim population. Visitors eV
see three minarets spiking
amid the jumble of concre0
block houses, with net a chur,45
spire in sight.

Police: Lone shooter lulls 8 in Appomattox, Vai;
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Paid Obituary
Mrs. Diane June Higgins
The funeral for Mrs. Diane June Higgins will be today
(Wednesday ) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Bro. Elijah Balentine and Bro. Brett Miles will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Ferguson Spring Cemetery at Aurora. Visitation is now
at the funeral home. Online condolences may be left at
www.imesmillercom.
Mrs. Higgins, 61, Haniin, died Sunday, Jan. 17, 2010 at 7:47 a m
at Skyline Medical Center. Nashville, Tenn. Preceding her in death
were her parents, Roy Birdsong and Velma Ellen Turner. and two
brothers, Jim and Bill Birdsong.
Survivors include her husband, James Higgins, one son, James
Higgins and wife, Mignon, Benton; one daughter, Lisa Bowler.
Hardin; four brothers, F.M. Birdsong. Cadiz, Conroy Birdsong and
wife, Pearl. Murray, Donnie Birdsong and wife. Debbie, Hardin, and
Ronnie Birdsong and wife. Karen. Madisonville; three sisters.
Vondia Colson and husband, Robert, Murray, and Dorothy Stroup
and Kaye Wnght and husband. Kenny, all of Hardin, two sisters-inlaw, Margie Birdsong. Murray, and Mildred Allen and husband, Jim.
four grandchildren, Brandon Jestes, Alexia Higgins and Brandon
and Corey McCoy.: several nieces and nephews.
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A Nauonal Guard helicopter'
with thermal imaging equipment
was being used to search the
woods.
"They are searching the area
and will continue until the suspect is apprehended," Molnar
said.
The violence began shortly
after noon when the injured man
was found on a rural stretch of
road. A deputy who went to
investigate fled after he heard
gunshots, police spokeswoman
Corrine Geller said.
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to

say if all the VICHMS were shot at
the home where most of the bodies were found. He also would
not say whether the shootings
happened at Speights address or
another house.
The drama paralyzed the
rural area as police swarmed
forests trying to catch the suspect who fired at a state police
helicopter, forcing it to land with
a ruptured fuel tank, police said.
No police were injured after one
or more rounds struck the helicopter.
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Wildlife Specialist
Barnes will speak
at special meeting
The JPEG(Jackson-Purchase
Enthusiasts
Photography
Group) is hosting a special
meeting featuring Dr. Thotnas
Barnes, UK Extension Wildlife
Specialist, internationally recognized photographer, and author.
The meeting v..ill be Wednesday,
January 27. at 6:30 p.m. at the
Graves County: Extension
Office. 251 Housman St.,
Mayfield.
Dr Barnes is the author and
photographer of the number one
regional best selling books, and
Kentucky Literary award nominated Kentucky's Last Great
Places. Other notable books
written
and
photographed

4-H Club banquet scheduled
at Westside Baptist Church

_3nniueruary

The 4-H banquet will tie Saturday, ja4,.
:
.
30, at 6 p.m. at Viestside Baptist Churchr.
Christian Activities Center. Those planning
to attend art asked to sign up Thursday. The
cost is $5 per person.
Also Mr and Miss 4-H applications and.
award forras are due Thursday by 4:30 p./N
Applications art availabie at the Callowa4
County Extension office. For informatioi4
call 753-1452.

include Garderung for the Birds,
the Wildflowers and Fems of
Kentucky, the Rare Wildflowers
of Kentucky, and the Gift of
Creation: Images from Scripture
arid Earth. His work has also
been published in many award
winning publications.
Dr. Barnes will have some of
his books available for purchase
and signing This is a public
meeting. There is no admission,
no purchase is required.
Everyone who is interested in
nature photography is welcome
to attend. If you hav:e questions,
or need further information, you
Lail call Bill or Millie Green at
270-247-7324.

Jo's
Datebook

The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support
By Jo Burkeen
Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the
Community
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for
Editor
Health and wellness classroom. Dr. Chris King,
neurologist, will present the program on "Involuntary EITIOLI0flai
Expressive Disorder." For more information contact Cheryl Crouch
at 762-1557

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at Dumplin's. Hostesses will be the officers.
Shirley Robinson will give the devotion.

Breast Feeding meeting planned
The Breast Feeding Support Group, Mother to Mother, will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m at Immanuel Lutheran Church. Toddlers and
pre-schooled age children are welcome. For more information contact Tricia Foster at 753-9966.

Angel Alert issued
A single parent family of 5 is
in need of a reliable vehicle for
work purposes. 'The vehicle can
be donated to the Calloway
County
Family
Resource

THE RATES
YOU WANT,

Center, 1169 Pottertown Rd..
Murray, as a tax deductible
donation. A qualified appraisal
is required. For more information contact the
Family
Resource Center at 762-7333 or
Michelle Hansen,coordinator of
the center. at 978-0542.
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'Training on Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Anderson
Mr. arid Mrs. Fred Anderson of Murray will celebrate their 65th
wedding anniversary on Wednesday, Jan. 27. 2010.
Mr. Anderson and the former Emma Lou Brenningmeyer were
married Jan. 27, 1945, at St. John's Lutheran Church in Massac
County, III.
Mrs. Anderson is retired from the Paducah School System and
Runge Shoe Store. She is the daughter of the late Harry and Bessie
Brenningmeyer.
Mr. Anderson is retired from the Illinois Central Railroad. He is
the son of the late Joe Anderson and the !ate Minnie Rodgers.
They have two children, Vernon Anderson of Murray. and Carol
Hess of Wilmington. N.C.: four grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.

Schall completes
Navy training
at Great Lakes

d
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73ir4 flnouncements
Miles Thomas Morgan

Bla.ke Morgan and Mikala Coursey are the parents of a son, Miles
Thomas Morgan, born on Wednesday, Jan. 6, 2010. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 5 ounces.
Grandparents are Chuck Morgan and Janice Schecter and Theresa
Tucker and Michael Coursey.
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Kayden Ryli Hyatte
Dustin Hyatte and Deidre Peoples Hyatte of Graves County are
the parents of a daughter.
Kayden Ryli Hyatte, born on
Tuesday, Nov. 3, 2009, at
Western
Baptist
Hospital,
Paducah.
Maternal grandparents are
Delisa Wyatt Peoples of
Franklin. Tenn., and Darrel
Peoples of Graves County.
Paternal grandparents are
James and Cindy Hyatte of
Graves County'.
Kayden Ryli 14yafto
Great-grandparents
are
Dorothy. Wyatt of Puryear, Tenn., Onie Reid of McCracken County,
Shirley Frensley of Marshall County, and Ray Frensley of Texas.
Paternal great-great-grandparent is Ruby Burkeen of Marshall
County.
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Volunteer training for this semester for the Murray C'ity Schools
will be Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the west conference room at the
Murray Board of Education, 208 South 13th St.. Murray. For more
information call Jean Bennett at 753-4363.

Blood drive Wednesday
Murray Callow:ay County Hospital will have a blood drive today
(Wednesday) from 2 to 6:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church, 617
South 9th St., Murray.

Twin Lakes Club will meet
The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America,
will have its monthly dinner meeung Thursday at 6 p.m. at Majestic
Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are always welcome. For more
information, contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley
at 753-1829.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m
at St. John's Episcopal Church. Fot information call 753-8419 or '877-447-2004.

Shrine Bingo on Friday

Navy Seaman Recruit Zachary C. Schall. stepson of Mark
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
Houk of Mayfield. Ky., recently completed U.S. Navy basic train- building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.
ing at Recruit Training Command, Great Lakes. III.
During the eight-week program, Schall completed a variety of
Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
training which included classroom study and practical instruction
on naval customs. first aid, firefighting. water safety and survival, meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
and shipboard and aircraft safety. An emphasis was also placed on public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.
physical fitness.
1
The capstone event of boot camp is "Battle Stations". This exerDES Rescue Squad lists dates
cise gives recruits the skills and confidence they need to succeed in
The Calloway County Disaster Emergency Services Rescue
the fleet. -Battle Stations" is designed to galvanize the basic war- Squad has completed its annual picture fundraiser. Anyone who
has
rior attributes of sacrifice, dedication. teamwork and endurance in donated and not received a telephone call telling when to come and
each recruit through the practical application of basic Navy skills have your picture taken can come to the Rescue Squad Headquarters
at 95 Spruce St., Murray, on Jan. 23 or 24. Ronnie Burkeen, chief of
and the core values of Honor, Courage and Commitment.
Its distinctly "Navy" flavor was designed to take into account the squad, said "This will be the last days for pictures to be taken.
You can come by anytime between the hours of 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
Saturday. Jan. 23, and from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 24."
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Glendale Place sending cell phones
Glendale Place Assisted I iving Community is ready to send off
the first round of cell phone donations to recelular. Currently the
place has 29 phones ready to ship out. If you got a new cell phone
recently. then recycle your old or unused cell phone with the pro,gram that recycles the old cell phones to purchase calling cards fat
soldiers overseas. If you would like to donate your old unused cell
phone, dmp it off at Glendale Place, 906 Glendale Rd., Murray.

Community Warming Center open
The Community Warming Center, hosted at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 West Main St., Murray, will be open every night from
6 p.m. to 8 a.m. this winter. Dinner and breakfast will be provided.
All are welcome to come and get in out of the cold. No pre-registra.tion is required. This center is sponsored by Community ConcernS
and Needs. For more information call 227-9109.
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Visitor Guides now available
The 2010 Murray Visitor Guide and event calendar is now avaijable at the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau, 201 South 40
St., Murray, or by calling 759-2199. Any business that would like tO
display the guides, call the CVB.The brochure includes information
for visitors and locals, including accommodations, dining, culture'.
recreation and an event listing for all of 2010.
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Photography Cla.sses scheduled
Digital Photography 101 classes will be taught by Terry Little at
the Calloway County: Extension Office at 310 S. Fourth St., Murrayt
on Friday, Jan. 22. from 9:30 to II a.m. and 6:30 to 8 p.m. Digital
Photography 102 will be Friday, Jan. 29, at the same times. It is not
necessary to have taken 101 before taking 102. The classes are free
and open to the public. Persons may call the Extension office at 753.
1452 to register for the classes.
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Obama's first year gets mixed reviews
By CALVIN WOODWARD
and /U4N SANNER
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Massachusetts State Sen. Scott Brown. R-Wrentham celebrates in Boston. Tuesday, Jan. 19, atter winning a special
election held to till the U.S Senate seat left vacant by the
death of Sen Edward Kennedy
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Secretary of State William
Galvin said he would notify the
Senate on Wednesday that
Brown had been elected.
The loss by the once-favored
Democrat Martha Coakley. in
the Democratic stronghold was
a stunning embarrassment for
the White House after Obiuna
rushed to Boston on Sunday to
try to save the foundenng candidate. Her defeat on Tuesday signaled big politica! problems for
the president's party this fall
when House, Senate and gubernatorial candidates are on the
ballot nationwide.
Brown's victory was the third
major loss for Democrats in
statewide
elections
since
Obama became president:
Republicans won governors
seats in Virginia and New Jersey
in November.
"I have no interest in sugarcoating what happened in
Massachusetts," said Sen.
Robert Menendez, the head of
the Senate Democrats' campaign committee. "There is a lot
af anxiety in the country nght
now. Americans are understandably impatient."
Brown will become the 41st
Republican in the 100-member
Senate, which could allow the
CiOP to block the president's
health
care
legislation.
Democrats needed Coakley to
win for a 60th vote to thwart
Republican filibusters. The
trouble
may go deeper:
Democratic lawmakers could
teed the results as a vote against
Obama's broader agenda, weaktaing their support for the president. And the results could
scare some Democrats from
seeking office this fall.
The Republican will finish
Kennedy's unexpired term, facing re-election in 2012.
Brown led by 52 per cent to 47
percent with all but 3 percent of
precincts counted. Turnout was
exceptional for a special elec-

tion in January, with light snow
reported in parts of the state.
More voters showed up at the
polls Tuesday than in any nonpresidential general election in
Massachusetts since 1990.
One day shy of the first
anniversary of Obama's swearing-in. the eiection played out
amid a backdrop of animosity
and resentment from voters over
persistently. high unemployment, Wall Street bailouts,
exploding
federal
budget
deficits and partisan wrangling
over health care.
"I voted for Obama because I
wanted change. ... I thought
he'd bring it to us, but 1 just
don't like the direction that he's
heading." said John Triolo, 38, a
registered independent who
voted in Fitchburg.
He said his frustrations,
including what he considered
the too-quick pace of health care
legislation, led him to vote for
Brown.
For weeks considered a long
shot, Brown seized on voter discontent to overtake Coakley in
the campaign's final stretch. His
candidacy
energized
Republicans, including backers
of the "tea party" protest movement. while attracting disappointed Democrats and independents uneasy with where
they felt the nation was heading.
A cornerstone of Brown's
campaign was his promise to
vote against the health care
plan.
Though the president wasn't
on the ballot, he was on many
voters' minds.
Coakley called Brown conceding the race, and Obama
talked to both Brown and
Coakley, congratulating them
on the race.
The Democrat said the president told her: "We can't win
them all."
Brown will be the first
Republican
senator
from
Massachusetts in 30 years.

Associated Press Vidnters
WASHINGTON (API —
You're likable enough, Barack.
But while nearly nine in 10
people like President Barack
Obama personally. he earns
decidedly mixed reviews in a
new Associated Press-GfK poll
judging his first year in office, a
verdict daricened Tuesday by a
stunning repudiation of his party
in the Massachusetts Senate
race,
His approval ratings have
been becalmed for months, 56
percent in the survey out
Wednesday. By a modest margin, people still think the country is moving in the wrong
direction, as they have since
sununer. And the Republican
upset in Massachusetts demonstrated just how perilous the
political landscape has become.
But two years after Obama
famously told his Democratic
primary
opponent
Hillary.
Rodharn Clinton, "You're likable enough, Hillary," that
appraisal seems to have settled
firmly on him.
Even
three-quarters
of
Republicans say they. personally
like Obama.
But such personal good will
came to little in Massachusetts,
where Republican Scott Brown
defeated Democrat Martha
Coakley in a race seer, as a referendum on Obama's tirst year
in office as well as on his health
care initiative.

•Elections

A president's likability can be
a precious political commodity,
but it proved to be one without
coattails in the Senate contest.
To be sure, the excitement of
Obarna's inaugurauon and the
inflated expectations of that
time are gone. His approval ratings have been in the 50, since
July, sliding from 74 percent a
year ago.
Hopes that he would become
an extraordinary presic'ent have
tseen tempered during a year of
economic calamity, an escalating war in Afghanistan and
sharp elbows in the health care
debate, the poll suggests.
Fading, trio. though, are worries that ()barna is in over his
head.
Fewer Amet,cans register a
concem that the former oneterrn Illinois senator is doing too
much too fast in the White
House or lacks the gravitas to
take on big problems. Even
sOrne people who don't like his
policies credit him with a capable approach.
"1 think he's on top of things,"
said Ken Jensen, 66, a retired
economist in Woods Cross,
Utah, and a Republican. "I
admire him for his ability to put
on a different necktie and
approach a different problem in
a competent way.."
An opponent of Obama's
plans for health care and much
else, Jensen said the president is
doing right by Haiti and. in
responding to the attempted
bombing of a Detroit-bound air-

• ••

From Front
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
County Jailer Phil Hazle.
County Cleric Ray Coursey Jr.,
County
Attorney
David
Harrington
and
county
Magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale.
Connie Morgan and Johnny.
Gingles - representing the First,
Second and Fourth Districts,
respectively Elkins, Hazle,
Coursey, Harrington. Hale,
Morgan and Gingles are all
Democrats
District Judge Randy Hutchens
is also running unopposed for the
42nd Distnct court seat.
Only eight persons are signed
on to run for 12 Murray City
Council seats. Incumbents running include Linda Cherry,
Robert Billineton Jr., Donald
Elias. Dan Miller, Jeremy Bell
and John "Melvin- Bowers.
Those seeking the office for the
first time include Martin
Milkmam and Amos McCarty Jr.
Current council members
Greg Anderson, Bill Wells and
F.T."Butch" Seargent have filed
to run for mayor of Murray.:

the council. If there are not at
least 24 candidates to file for the
conned. the offices will not
appear on the May 18th Primary
ballot. The election will be
decided dunng the General
Election on November 2,
according to state law.
Candidates Robert Mathis,
Lee Alan Hatcher and Tim
Stone have filed for the office of
constable. Mathis has filed in
the fourth district while both
Hatcher and Stone have filed for
the third district - all three
Democrats.
However some incumbents
will face a challenge in either
the May Primary or the General
Election.
Sheriff Bill Marcum. a
Democrat seeking his second
tertn, is facing a challenge frorr.
Democrat Howard Duncan.
County Coroner Rick Harris, a
Democrat seeking tus first elected terrn since his appointment to
the office, has been challenged
by Republican Judy Ratliff.

,
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This is a vgyl sided house mei 1120 square feet of hying dell located in a quiet neighborhood dose to schools
churches ano
shopping it s comprised o1 a Irving room. kechereduning roorn, three bedrooms one bath and a one car attached caroon
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would be an excellent buy for a tamer residence or an riveted nleresled in rental properly or resale after repairs
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Secretary of State Trey Grayson
of Fort Mitchell. Democratic :
contenders, so far. include .
James
Buckmaster
of
Henderson, Darlene F. Price of
Whitely City and Maurice
Sweeney of Louisville. Other
Democrats that have publicly
declared an intent to run for the
office but have yet to file
include Lt. Gov. Daniel
Mongiardo of Hazard and
Attorney General Jack Conway
of Louisville.
Candidates must file by the
end of the work day on Tuesday,
Jan. 26 at the Calloway County
Cleric's office at the Courthouse
or Secretary of State Trey.
Grayson's office in Frankfort to
be eligible to run for most
offices. Independents must file
an intent to run in April while
candidates wanting to file for
upcoming open seats on the
Murray
Independent
or
Calloway- County school distnct
boards will have until August.
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An °Pen house wit! be held

Third District Magistrate Bobby
Stubblefield, a Democrat, is currently facing a challenge from
Vernon Anderson, a Republican.
Property
Valuation
Administrator Ronnie Jackson
will also face a challenge this
year from Republican Michael
D. Conley.
Conley, 58. a local real estate
broker and auctioneer. retired as
a major with U.S. Army logistics. He and his family live in
New Concord.
"This is one of those offices
that some people take for granted," Conley said in a news
release. -This office determines
property values used by the state
and county to collect taxes and I
intend to make sure that the people of Calloway County are
treated fairly."
There is no lack of candidates
running for U.S Sen. Jim
Bunning's job. Bunning is not
running for re-election.
On ticket so far are
Republicans Bill Johnson of
Elkton; Dr. Rand Paul of
Bowling Green, Gurley L.
Martin of Owensboro and

ship ratings among independents have gone down much less
and remain overwhelmingly
favorable among Democrats.
Before the inauguration, even a
majority of Republiciuis said
those phrases descnbed Obama
at least somewhat well.
Also in the poll:
--42 percent rated °bank, as
an above average or outstanding
president. A year ago, 65 percent expected him to be.
—The economy continues to
be the dominant concern. and
Obama's 47 percent approval
rating on handling the economy
has hardly budged for months.
—48 percent trust Democrats
more to handle health care; 38
percent trust Republicans. But
respondents were split 42-42
percent on the package being
considered by Congress. That
was a slight increase in support
for the plans.
—59 percent expect their
taxes to increase under Obama.
up from 35 percent a year ago.
—49 percent trust Democrats
more on the economy; 40 percent trust Republicans.
—46 percent say the Obama
administration has shown higher
ethical standards than the Bush
administration, while 30 percent
say they are about the sarne.
—54 percent approve of his
handling of terrorism, one of his '
strongest ratings on issues.
The poll was conducted Jan..
12-17 by GfK Roper Public:
Affairs and Media.
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liner, "got it right" after a bumbling start on the first major
domestic terronsm challenge of
his presidency.
With °barna's out-of-the-gate
plans to reinvent the health
insurance system. restore economic stability. and take big
steps in energy. the environment
and more, Amencans appeared
nervous alxitit an upended status
quo even as they were drawn to
the promises of change.
In the summer. nearly half of
Americans thought Obama was
trying to do too many things too
quickly. That's starting to tum
around, according to the poll.
An increasing number of people
— especially Democrats —
want him to pick up the pace
even if not all are exactly sure
what he should do.
"He stood for change, change,
change." said Shim Callaway,
32, a self-employed marketer in
McDonough, Ga., who voted
for Obama in 2008. "I think that
something needs to hurry up and
be done, I don't know what it
should be. but something needs
to be done a little bit faster."
Two-thirds in the poll agreed
with the phrases "he understands the problems of ordinary
Amencans," ''he will keep
America safe." "he cares about
people like you" and "he is a
strong leader," a modest decline
from three-quarters or more
before his inauguration.
Most of that decline comes
from sinking appraisals by
Republicans, while his leader-
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With each purchase you make,The Murray Bank will
make a financial contribution to Calloway County
or Murray School Districts.

m

The mmimum acceptable bid lor this Property is S14.750.
Payment ol the current year s property taxes are Me responsterty of the purceaser

• Show your school spirit each time you make a purchase with

Dear tele to thrs orooerty s not warranted The U S Marshal s Deed nol a generai warranty deed Buyers are advised to havthe property's bee examined Written nOtificabon regarding encumbrances on the property must be made to the Mayfield Ruis,
Deveiopment Office Whin 30 days

your new Laker Spirit or Tiger Pride Debit Card.

LEGAL NOT)CE

• The more you spend, the more you help your school.

Notice is eereqy given the; on Wednesday February 17 2010 at 1100 a m . at 403 Barnett Street. Naze KY in order
to raise the
sum of 548,585 85 principal together wee interest credit subsidy granted in Me amount ot S11.100 01. otos interest 0.1 the amount
oi SS 499 24 as of November 4, 2008. and rriteret thereafter on the onnooe at S12 6581 from November 1 2008 until the date of
Judgment plus interest on the Judgment amount lonneoal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate of 64`, computed
oarly and compounded annuatly. until paid in full and tor the costs of this action. pursuant to Judgment and Order ot Sale being Cent
Action No 5-09CV- I -Ft on the Paducah Docket of Me United States District Court for Me wesiern District of Kentucky. entered on
Tebruary 27. 2009 in the case of United States of Arrierk:A
Estate ol Patricia Anr Berry. ei at. eve following descwoeo voperfy
kali be sold to the highest and best maw
01 House and Id at 403 Barnett Street Calloway County Hazel KY 42049 Berg al the same property conveyed by deed dated
September 30, 1994. logged for record on April 21. 1995 and recorded in Deed Book 213 Page 444 in the Calloway County Clerk s
Office
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent I10`1,iof the bid price 10 the fonn of a Cashier's Check made payee/E. to the U S MarsealI on the
aay ot the sale wee good and sueraent bond lor the balance, teanng mterest at the rale of 0 64% per annum until pard clue and
ttayable g 90 days and said bond having the effect ol a Judgment Upon a delault by Me Purchaser. the deposrt snail be totteried
retained by the U.S Marshal as a pan of Me Proceeas ol the sale. and the property snail again be offered for sale subiect to
confirmation by the Court
rna saie snail be in bar and foreclosure of aP nght. tele. interest estate claim derriane or equity of redemotion ol the oetendants
and of all persons clainang by. through under or against them. provideel the Purchase once rs equal to two-thirds of the appraised
value If the purchase price rs nol equal to heuthords of the appraised value. the Deed shall contain in a lien in favor of the
defendants reflectrig the right of the ciesenclants to redeem dunng the period prOvsied by law IKRS 426.5301 Under law the
purchaser is deemed lo be on notice of elf maned &feeling the prows,ot reCOrd ihe °Cal County Clerk's Offte
inquiries should be directed to
Jerry Cloyd, Area Director
RURAL DEvELOPmENt AREA OFFICE
1095 Nebanal Mine Drive. Maksonville. KY 42431

naephone 270-821-443o x 4

• Available on all ot The Murray Bank checking accounts.
• Don't have your account with The Murray Bank? See one of our
Customer Service Representatives at either of our two locations.
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CCHS Speech Team
takes ist at PTHS
Special to the Ledger
Nick Betts, third place. Erin
The Calloway' County High Towery,
fourth
place:
School Speech Team took first Impromptu Speaking, Austin
place at the Paducah Tilghman Ramsey, fourth place, Laura
High School Tornado Alley Orduna, sixth place;
Poetry,
Speech
Invitational
on Heather Miller, third place;
Saturday, January 9. 2010. Storytelling. Karson
Crass, first
Thirteen schools from four place, Kennedy
Garrison. sixth
states participated in the event.
place; Prose, Karson Crass,
Other schools placing in the top
third place: Original Oratory,
six include St. Cecilia. second:
Robbie Stephenson, first place,
LaRue County. third; Graves
County, fourth. Mater Dei, fifth; Erin Towery, fourth place;
and Henry, County. Tenn., sixth. Improvisational Duo, Kennedy
Calloway
County
High Garrison/Sullivan McCallon,
School students placed in the third place.
This weekend, the CCHS
follow ing
categories:
Broadcasting. Karson Crass, Speech Team travels to
first place, Austin Ramsey, sec- Louisville to compete in the
ond place. Ciera Gobert, third Rocket
Invitational
at
place; Oratoncal Declaration, Assumption High School. The
Nick Betts. fourth place: CCHS Speech Team is coached
Dramatic Interpretation. Karson by Michael Robinson. Assistant
Crass,
first
place: coaches are Amy Melvin and
Extemporaneous
Speaking, Sarah Strupp.

W&VW.I

Fit

Photo

provided
Front, from left, Laura Orduna, Robbie Stephenson, Austin Ramsey, Karson Crass and Heather
Miller Back, from left, Sullivan
McCallon, Erin Towery. Ciera Gobert, Kennedy Garnson and Nick Betts

Police,Sheriff, hISU Logs
Murray Police Department
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was taken at 11.09
a.m. Dec. 27 on Highway 121 South
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 9:28 a.m. Dec. 28 at
Riviera Courts.
- A theft report was taken at 3:09 p.m at 405 North Cherry St.
after someone reported a stolen wallet.
- A burglary report was taken at 3:14 p.m. at A&S Storage on
North Fourth Street.
- A theft report was taken at 1:20 a.m. Dec. 29 at 104 Welch
Dr. after someone reported stolen X-Box items.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 5:51 p rn. at 1007
Northwood Dr. after it was reported that a vehicle knocked
down mailboxes and didn't stop.
- A burglary report was taken at 7:14 p.m. at 1606 Campbell
St.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was taken at 11:42
a.m. Dec. 30 on Highway 280.
- A hit-and-run accident at McDonald's was reported at 2:44
p.m. at the police station.
- A theft report was taken at 9:52 p.m. at 1111 Chestnut St.
- A theft report was taken at 4:19 p.m. Jan. 1 at Parkside
Carwash after someone reported a stolen compressor.
- A report for possible fraud was taken at 12:17 p.m. Jan. 2 at
Riviera Courts.
- A burglary report was taken at 4:18 p.m. at Riviera Courts.
- A theft report was taken at 8:48 a.m. Jan. 4 at 1307 South
12th St. after someone reported a stolen personal check.
- A theft report was taken at 11:28 a.m. at the Pockets on
North 10th St.
- A theft report was taken at 4:09 p.m. at the station.
- A theft report was taken at 10:06 p.m. at the station.
- A theft report was taken at 11:19 p.m. at 1511 Diuguid Dr.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 7:56 p.m. Jan. 5 at
1100 Murray Place.
- A theft report was taken at 10:14 p.m. at the station.
- A theft report was taken at 1:27 p.m. Jan. 6 at 517 South
13th St. after someone reported a stolen motorcycle.
- A burglary report was taken at 5:12 p.m. at 306 Murray
Place.
- A burglary report was taken at 11:15 a.m. Jan. 7 at A & F
Warehousing after someone reported a burglary from a storage unit.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 1
p.m. near the comer of Outland School Road and Old Salem
Road.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 6:51
p.m. Jan. 8 on Elm Grove Road.
- A theft report was taken at 9:51 p.m. at the station after
someone reported a stolen wallet.
- A theft report was taken at 10:36 a.m. Jan. 9 at 1712
Brooklyn Dr. after someone reported a stolen cell phone.
- A burglary report was taken at 8:01 p.m. at the 121 North
Storage Units.
- A report was taken for identity theft at 8:45 p.m. at the station.
- A fraud report was taken at 2:45 p.m. Jan. 10 at Food Giant
after someone reported a man trying to cash possible stolen
checks.
- A theft report was taken at 6:42 p.m. at 415 Campus Suites
for a missing computer.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 6:37 a.m. Jar. 11 at
623 Broad St.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 7:41 a.m. at the station for an egged vehicle.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 8 04 a.m. at 614
Broad St. for an egged vehicle.
- A burglary report was taken at 4:42 p.m. at 1628 Miller St.
after someone reported that a burglary had happened sometime during the day.
- A theft report was taken at 3:22 p.m. Jan. 12 at Papa John's.
- A burglary report was taken at 3:47 p.m. at 1407 Cardinal
Lane.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 4:44
p.m. at the corner of Highway 641 North and Max Hurt Drive.
- A theft report was taken at 2:54 p.m. Jan 13 at 1728
Brooklyn Dr. atter someone reported a stolen cell phone.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 6:12
p m. at 641 North and 464.
- A trash fire in a dumpster was reported at 2:08 p.m. Jan. 14
at Waterfield Library because of a smoking ash tray.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 2:32 p.m. at the
Judicial Building.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies
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Fitts Block donates to Hospice

Photo provided

n left, Sullivan

Photo provided

Pictured, from left, is Sharon Furches, MCCH Board Chair, Jack Dodd, Billy
Dodd, Quinten
Dodd, Keith Travis. VP of Institutional Development, and Judge Executive Larry
Elkins.
Special to the Leoger
The
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for
Healthcare recently announced that Billy Dodd
together with Fitts Block & Ready Mix, Co., Inc.
are donating a total of $6,000 for the future
Residential Hospice House.
Billy Dodd said he has a personal connection
with the services of Hospice, and chose to donate
$3,000 himself, which will also be matched by
Fitts Block for an additional $3,000.
"My wife was able to use Hospice and I think
it's a good service for Murray," said Billy Dodd.
"It's going to be nice to a have place for patients
to be cared for and families to still get to be with
them."

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Hospice
Photo provtded
EDC TOUR: The Economic Development Corporation recently held their
House will be a 12-bed, residential facility.
regular meeting at
Designed to provide patients with limited life Murray-Callcway County Hospital and took a tour of the new 158,000 square foot South Tower.
expectancy, and their families, a nurturtng, home- Pictured from left to right: Keith Bailey. CEO of MCCH, Lisa Ray, VP of Nursing, Ronnie
like setting; a hospice house is a place where life's Gibson, Heidi Schultz. Harold Doran, Bob Hargrove. Mark Manning, and Bob Jackson.
journey can end peacefully and in dignity, surrounded by family and friends.
The Murray Residential Hospice House will be
the first in the region, serving western Kentucky
and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern Illinois. If you are interested in learning more
about naming opportunities available with
Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare,
please contact Keith Travis, VP of Institutional
Development at 270-762-1908.
Special to the Ledger
pre-schooled age children are
Health and Wellness Conference
Murray-Calloway
County
welcome. For inore infoimation, Room. For more information.
Hospital will be offering several contact Tricia Foster at 753contact Pati Williams at 767support group meetings during 9966.
2135.
the month of November. which
• The Compassionate Friends
• The Parkinson's Support
are offered to everyone in our Support Group will not be meetGroup will be meeting Tuesday.
money to build a Hospice House that will provide
community.
ing during the winter months. Jan. 26 at noon at the George
so many who are dealing with terminal illnesses a
• The Breast Cancer Support The group will resume meeting
Weaks Community Center.
place to feel like home," said Linda Cavitt, Group will meet Tuesday, Jan. in February'.
Come at 11:30 a.m. if you plan
26 at 6:30 p.m. in the Center for
• The Death of a Parent to eat with the Senior Citizens.
Director of Laboratory Services.
Health & Wellness Classroom. Support Group will be meeting
Contact Dixie Hopkins at 753If you are interested in learning more about namFor more information, contact
Monday'. Jan. 25 at 7 p.m. For 6001 for more information.
ing opportunities available with Murray-Calloway Angie Hutching at (270)
435more
information
contact
• The Stoke/Head Injury
Endowment for Healthcare, please contact Keith 4614.
Stephanie Cunningham at (270) Support Group will meet
•The Breast Feeding Support 210-4173.
Travis at 762-1908.
Thursday, Jan. 21 at 5:30 p.m. in
Group,"Mother to Mother," will
• The Hospice Caregivers the Center for Health &
meet Thursdays. Jan. 21 and 28 Support Group will
meet
Wellness Conference Room. For
at 10:30 a n, at the Immanuel
Monday. Jan. 25 from 12:30 to
more
information.
contact
Lutheran Church. Toddlers and
2:30 p.m. in the Center for Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

MCCII support groups are
scheduled to meet in January

Lab staff donates to endowment
Special to tne Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Laboratory
recently donated $7,800 to the Mumay-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare. Their donation will be
used to help sponsor a room in the Residential
Hospital Hospice, which will benefit families and
patients throughout our region.
"The Lab staff is excited to support the MurrayCalloway Endowment in their efforts to raise

Photo provded

Pictured, from left, is Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH, Sharon Furches. MCCH Board Chair,
Gina
Gream, Greg Crawford, Mary. Smith, Linda Cavitt, Carolyn Chilcutt, Teresa Starks.
Melissa
Shampine, Rene Brittain, Pam Keller, Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development,
Myra Irvin,
and Judge Executive Larry Elkins.

Public Sale By Sealed Bid
in
Calloway County, Kentucky
&T Promobor,
30,mo data pan

ffeleSSKe

at the

SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE INTERSECTION OF
U.S. 641 & KY 80
BID INVITATION NUMBER 2010 01 01

FEBRUARY 5, 2009 I 00 PM CENTRAL TIME
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, TRANSPORTATION CABINET WILL
OFFER FOR SALE
BY SEALED BD). THE FOLLOV/ING PROPERTY ON THE DATE AND TIME SPECIFIED
ABOVE

PAR CEL NO 12X(L ANDLOCKED)
Being a tract of land m Calloway County located at the southeast r Oftler of the intersection
of U S 641 & KY
SO This property is vacant and contains 0 532 xre, more or less The property is landlocked
and has no highway ac c es s Source of title is located in Deed Book 243. Page 669, in the Calloway
County Cleric's Office
NOTICE THIS PROPERTY IS BEING SOLD "AS IS"

aNER AL INFORMATION
& TERMS OF SALE

Kentyglei-\

THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO A RE.SERVE MINIMUM BID TO BE ACCEPTED IS 85.792
00 All potential
bidders anll be required to register and have in their processton, pito! to dte bid opening. a certified
tristrument, as a good
faith deposit made payable to the Kentucicy State Treasurer in the asnount of 2°8,,of the btd amount Cash
or uncem
fied instruments nor letters of credit will be accepted There will be no exceptions The hi gh bidder
will be required to
sign a Pirchase Agreement arnmethately after the opening and submtt ther certified instrument as a good
faith deposit
it shall be the responsibility of the prospecuve bidders to inspect and investigate this real estate pnot to the bid
op erun g
to determine pertinent factors of access. tontng. easernmts unlities. etc No refunds or idiustrnent will be
made because
the property fails to meet Me standards of quality of condittons expected nor will faihre to inspect
the property be
grounds for any clatan for reltef from the bid

111•••••••om.•

A sign
be posted on the property The Secretary of the Kentuclry nuance and Ackruntsration Cabinet reserves
the
nght to reieit aly and all bids This sale is being held in compliance with K RS 41.A and
Additional information may
be obtained by contactn g Greg Morgan at the Kentucky Department of Highways Esstrkt One Office in
Paducah Ken
Dicky at (270)898 2231
If you have a disability for which the Transportanon Cabinet r.eeds to provide accommodanons. please notify us
of your
requirements 48 hours before the scheduled bid opening This sealed bid opentng is betng conducted
by Kentur.ky
Tiarisportation Cabinet persormel
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open afire checking account
at Heritage Bank and get this
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(Actual", it's the soup BOWLS and no nuts!)
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products arid servises. Heritage Bank 11.1N an the right
ingredients for banking at its best! ['here a Ileritage Haat in your
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COMMONWEALTH OF KEN'TUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT courr
Actatio No. 09-C1-00306
S BANK. NA,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JusricE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Actaon No 09-CI-00041
PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

DEPENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on October 26. 2009. an the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $161,207.74. I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray Calloway (Ounty.
Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Enday, February 5, 2010,
at the hour
of 10-00 a.m., local time, or thereabout. the following desaibed
property located
in Calloway County, Keritucky, with its address being 1516 Story Avenue.
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described IAA
follows.
Tax Parte! ID Number 00S-o-cioas-000ls
Legal Description of a tract of land located on the North side of Story
Street and
on the East side of South 16th Street in the City of Murray, County
of Calloway.
State of Kentucky, being a part of Lot 11 of the W.L. Whitnell Addition
to the
City of Murray of record in Deed Book 47, Page 370, and alao being
Lot 1 of a
Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Bcok 36, Page 76, Slide 3492.
and being
further described as follows.
Beginning at a 04 rebar &cap 131 75 set 30.00 feet east of the centerline
of
South 16th Street arxi 20.00 feet north of the centerline of Story Street,
said
Point being the southwest corner of the herein described tract,
Thence, along the East line of South 16th Street, North 04 degree. 01
minutes
24 seconds West for a dietance of 175.10 feet to a i4 mbar wicap 13175
set at
the Northwest corner of the herein deecribed tract and the southwest
corner of
the Jackie Vaughn property liked Book 158, Card 13291-,
Thence. along the South hne of the Vausdan property and the South
line of the
James Owen property (Deed Book 114, Page 159), North 87 degrees
39 minutes
40 seconds Emit for a distance of 156 58 feet to a /4 rebar wimp /3175
set at the
northeast corner of Lit 2:
Thence, along the West line of Lot 2. South 02 degrees 31 minutes 15 seconds
Ea.st for a durance of 175.00 feet to a /4 rebar &cap /3175 set at the routheast
corner of the herein described tract and on the north Line of Storv Street,
Thence, along the North line of Story Street, South 87 degrees 39 minutes
10
seconds West for a distance of 151.98 feet to the point of begiroung
Tbgether with and subsect to covenants, easements and restrictions of record
This tract contains 0_620 acres according to a survey try VL Associates on March
8. 2005
John H Downs. et al., obtained title to the above-described property try deed
from Castle Parker and wife, Pauline Parker, notanzed as being signed on July
27, 2006, of record in Book 663, Page 589. in tlie office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if sold on •credit of 30 days, the purchaser shail be required to deposit with
the commisaioner ten pement 1109t I of the purchase price, with the balance
to be
paid in full sintron thirty 130) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing mterest
at In- per annum from the date of sale until fully paid. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall he
ascertained ruid paid, but shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem
taxes
This 15th day of January. 2010
Reepectfully subnuttad,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Assistant Managers, Team leaders
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OPEN INTERVIEWS
Gem
Murray County-Calloway Ceenty
Chamber of Commerce
805 N. 17th SI., Murray, KY
Mauer! 111th-20th • 9are -

ttie
YOU

DEFENDANTS

Begmrung at the Southeast corner of the herein deacribed tract of land and
the
Northeast comer of the Charles Sturgell property, Deed Book 177, Card
86, said
point being an existing iron pin 485 21 feet North of the centerline of
Sycamore
Street and 25.00 feet West of the centerline of South Sixth Street;
thence, North 88 degrees 11' 02' Weet 171 31 feet with the said Sturicell
property to an existing iron pin at the Southwest corner of the herein described
tract
of land,
thence, North 00 degreee 26' 40' East - 58.94 feet, generally along a fence
and
with the Clayton Adams property Deed Book 158, Card 2096. to an existing
dead tree et the Northwest corner of the herein descnbed troct of land:
thence, South 88 degrees
01' East - 171.32 feet with the Roger Richmutn
property Deed Book 178, Card 1F174, tn ao existing punch mark ins to-ncrete
walk at the Northeast corner of the herem described tract of land.
Thence, South 00 degrees 26' 41' West - 56 94 feet woth the West side of South
Sixth Street to the point of begimung This property is subsect to all previously
conveyed easements and rights-of-way
Except any interest in the coal. oil, gas and other mineroli underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances and all
rights and ersements ui favor of the estate of mid coal, oil, gas and other minerals. if any

To schedule after hours interviews.
please call (615) 293-7630.

VVTRACTOR
114:' SUPPLYC2
*ROY siyhrits sl innstractortupoly jobs

WORK HARI) NAVE FUN MAKE MONEY

DEFENDANT

By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Order of Sale entered June 8, 2009, and
Order for Conversion entered December 14, 2009, by the Calloway Circuit Court
in the above cauae, to satisfy thr Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate
amount of 333,591.01, plus costs and attorneys fees, I shall proceed to offer for
sale st the Courthouae door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday. February 5, 2010, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout. the following described property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 96 Wilkerson Drive,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot /309 Unit II of Crappie Hollie Shores as ahcom by Plat of the same which is
recorded in Plat Book 3, Page IN/ of the Clerk of the Calloway County C,ourt.
ALSO- Lot I310 Unit 11 of Crappie Hollow Shores as shown by Plat of the same
which is recorded in Flat Book 3, Page 100 of the Clerk of the Callow-ay County
Court
Subject to all restrictions of record
Mary L Beat obtained title by deed from Car! T Rosa, et al , dated October 20,
1993. of record in Book 197. Page 165. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
l'ounty Court
ALSO, 1994 Buccaneer manufactured home, Serial Nurnber ALBUS20066A
B
Certificate of Mile No. 9412207900011.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to
deposit with
the commissooner ten percent r109 of the purchase price, with the balance
to be
paid in hill within thirty i 30 days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in
thirty 130., days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additions/
secunty
All deluaquent tazes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be sold auMect to
the 2009 ad valorem taxes
This 15th da) of January, 2010
Ftropectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Being the sarne property conveyed to Marianne Jordan ailos Marianne Clark
Jordan. by deed from Daniel Jordan. dated March 26. 2008, of record in Book
737, Page 103, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforemenuoned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if *old on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to
deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase pnce, with the balance to
be paid in
two equal installments full within tfurty , 30) days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interest at 1291, per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days A hen shall be retained on the property
aa
additional security. All delinquent times shall be ascertained and paid. but
shall be sold subject to Use current year ad valorem taxes

PREVENTION SPEC1AUST
Responsible for student assistance program
assessment, planning, organization, and dairysiry Oualtficatons Masters in appropnate field
with one year related experience in substance
abuse field Of Bachelor's degree with relevent
expenence Work flexible hours. KY drivers
license/safe record Prefer expenence working
with youth
Send resume to. Anne Thurman. Vice president
tor Human Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health 425 Broadway. Slide 201,
Paducah KY 42001 Open until filled
EOE

our paper are potted on OW 111111bS1011 for fres!
The Place to • Start.... Murray
060

L
TEMPORARY HORT1CULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
02-15-10 TO 12-15-10 '040571MXIS
Erin. MI11 Nunnery Siren/wine. Y14 8 openingo
03-1-10 TO 1.1-11 KY/393111S5 9 operUngs
Rob Morton Farms. Murray, KY
3-1-10 TO 12-1-10 KY/301931186 20 openings
Gary Brame Farms, KIMeey, KY
4-1-10 T012-31-10 nyras4tif 10 01)1661ings
PIC Tobacco. Mulvey, KY
FARM LABORERISURSERY LABORER
Wage $7.25/ $8.29 hr 3/4 contract hours guaranteed
Ail tools and equip at no ctiange Housing provtded for
rhose beyond commuting at no csst Transponstion
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract completed
Transport daily to vasrlogte Amy tor this jot at the
nearest office or state worktorce agency In this state
Liana ;oti order numbers above wth a copy of this
advertisement Subiect to ranckvn drug tests at
empioyer coat

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Physical Therapists for our Horne
Health Agency. Part-time and full-time
positions are available Flexible schedules are
also are available

(207)753-5171

Walk-ins are welcomed.

PLAINT:FP

VS NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on April 13, 2009, in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $68,311.91. I shall proceed
to offer for
aale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway Courity, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, February 5, 2010, at
the hour
of 10:00 a.m., local time. or thereabout, the follovong described property
located
in Calloway Cotmty, Kentucky, with its address being 1516 South Sixth Street,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particidarly described sia follows
A 0.232 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services
of Murray.
Kentucky. March 1994, located at 516 South Sixth Street in the City of Murray.
Calloway County. Kentucky a_nd being more particularly deecribed as
follows,
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MARIANNE JORDAN aka MARIANNE CLARK
JORD.A.N, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF
MARIANNE JORDAN a/kJa MARIANNE CLARK
JOFtDAN, MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS. INC COUNTY OF CALLA/WAY, UNKNOWN
DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF DANIEL JORDAN ON
MARCH 26, 2006
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PLAINTIFF

This 15th day of January, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

- [cam-
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUC/CY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO 09-CI-00198

VS NOTICE OF SALE

JOHN li IK)WNS, ELEANOR G DOWNS AND
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATIoN. ND.

r

coUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING. L P

Interested candidates must be a Registered
Physical Therapist licensed In the State
of Tennessee. New grads are welcome
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus. health,
vision dental, and retirement. Interested candidates should send a resume or apply in person

4.0 mow
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER

Exciting career opportunity for a bnght,
energetic and hard working individual. You
will work in a fast-paced and team-oriented
culture where dedication is rewarded.
We are se-eking an Engineer with a
Bachelor's degree in Engineering and/or 5
years industry expenence.
Tbe successful candidate will work with
production processes and suggest changes to
improve efficiencies and re-design existing
product lines. Candidate will coordinate all
product test activities, follow guidelines
regarding production, and assist manufacturing and quality control.
We offer competitive wages and an
excelknt benefits package.
Please send resume to:

Human Resources
P.O. Box 311
Mayfield, KY 42066

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Seeking professional
individual to rent room
& bath. Call 226-3545
S275 per month utillties
included. References
required.

(270)753-1916

No cant please • Equal Opportunity Employer • WPM'

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Pens, TN 38242
731-644 8472
comma hcmc-tn.org
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LAW firrri seeks legal
secretary. Real estate
expenence preferred
Send
resume
to
Resume PO Box 803,
Benton, KY 42025
OFFICE/VET Assistant
for a busy vetennary
clinic. Send resume to.
Bluegrass Animal
Health C-are. 507
Brookhaven. Mayfield.
KY 42066
QC Inspector needed
to cto quality checks of
product and process in
manufacturing plant.
High school dipioma
required. sorne college
preferred Need good
math and computer
skills, must be detailonented and energetic.
Ability to communicate
and work wrth the tearn
a must EEO and drugfree workplace emptoyer. Send resume to
inspectQCdept gmail
corn.
SCHWARZ SUPPLY
SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Applicants must be
very detail oriented.
excelient reading skills.
Shipping
ano
Receiving experience
(preferred not rnandatory), able to be work
on feet tor at least 8-to12 hours a day
Be
able to push, pull, &
up-to 50-lbs.
Will be working some
Saturdays
Must be available to
work
overtime
as
needed
PLEASE APPLY IN
PERSON ON LOCATION

I
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DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
tor yOU! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

*11

seal Mail
rcac,;
--$35-00
.--$113,00
---41111.80
Other Mall
bseriptions

BABYSIT in my home
for information call
227-3644
WILL sit with the elderly in their home, hospital or nursing home
753-6646 or 210-4173

OPPobinitt
Need cash? Like candles? Make money
selling candles, Call
Tem 0 270-331-8585
for info

---$145.09

isa

Wt.

,rnitnt to

'imps

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

Axiom

For NH
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES!
WARD ELKINS -

(210) 753-1713

113
Home Furnishings
GREAT AFTER
CHRISTMAS
SALE g'
MAIN STREET
• FURNISHINGS
40-1 MAPLE ST
1270) 761-7653
210;
Fessiood
293-2487 Firewood.
FIREWOOD (270)2106267 or (270)2263845 Pick up or delivery

ANTIQUE Walnut
piano, Earty 1900
Good con-dean Best
offer 435-4177
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VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newt),
remodeled Large deck
with great view W/D,
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet All utilities paid
including
electric
5600/mo pius depose
270-492-8211

Trends N
Treasures
1306 S 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors VVanted
(270)761-6255

When accessing the
-help warned- section
oa our classifiecb
weblne
inurray ledga corn
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default
Murray raid local nib
listings will appear on
ttus wensite
However as a national
website. riot all listings
on the iohnetwort com
are placed through
the Murray Lasiger
& Times Please call
us J you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Kin listing, Thank you

I

NOW LEASING
I 2 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Appty at Mur-Cal Apts
902 NorMwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Eqt.al Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-848-6056

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS.
(270)339-4092

DISCLAIMER

orRIN

2BR, stove & refrigerator, chi,. wid hook-up.
CM/A. $550ano, I yr.
lease. 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174

BIG sale, Fri-Mon 11A
7P
307A N 4th St Office
furniture. desks. work
stations. chairs, computers many computer parts, electronics
(working and not)
office suppltes &
equipment, phones &
phone syStemS
MOre

Mu,. ledger & fimes Fa,
Housolg 4c1 sante
Ail rea estate adwrined berm
is subvert to the Federal Fair
Housing Act AIM makes
dlegal to advertise any mint
aim [urination or discrinunabon based on race color.
tamilial sta.
hi, Or national origin. Of intention to make any so& preferences limitatorm or Chscnnunahon

3BR, IBA detached
garage. C/H/A, w/d,
dw. hardwood floors.
large yard. No Pets.
Lease $600/mo secunty deposit 753-1718.
3BR. 1BA 1604 Ryan,
C/H/A. no pets, 1 year
lease. $550 00.
753-9636
3BR, 1Bath. c,ar
garage. washer &
dryer, gas heat, located on Colchvater Rd.
near university.
$720/mo. 753-2225

State lee,!feted decranuution
cn the sale rental or advertising
ot real entail/bawd on factor in
addition to those proieckd
%Mill federal law
We will knowingly accept am
advertising tor real estate vc1oili
n not in veilatort at the Lit. All
jOr
,
oll, aft hereto: intomud
ihat all dwelluip advertned are
available on an enual opportunity basn
For tardier assntance tun, Far
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Coulee
Rene F Sklar 73314R-13X

2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished.
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225 or 759-1509after 5:00
4BR, CM/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 4211'1
One and Two
Bedroom Apartment,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-11110-S45-1833
6
Ext. 283 ,
(oust opoondney

tir

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large 2BR.
1 5 bath, garage, all
appliances 1 smaii
indoor pet allowed
5675 mo 293-7404
EFFICIENCY apartments for rent Some
utiltties paid $230/mo
No pets 767-9037
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C4-VA. W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets.759-4696, 2934600
NICE 2BR. 2BA
$425.00, also 1BR,
1BA. 5325 00 1-1 /2
blocks from MS11. referonces required. 4928069 or 970-8412

We Finance
holiandmotorsateS com
2M-753-4461

2003 Silver Hyundai
Accent hatchback GT.
good condition & great
starter car. 110,000
miles $3.300
(270)705-3612
2002 Mercury Grand
Marquis. excellent condition. Arizona beige
leather seats. loaded.
64.900 miles, $5.995
753 2707
Ussd Trucks
03 F350 powerstroke
diesel 4x4, crew cab.
dually, Lariat package
wetter heated seats,
power windows &
seats cruise, AM,FM
stereo CD. loaded.
100,xxx miles
$20,000. 435-5508 or
293-5507

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

All sizas to
fit pair Deeds
Located oy
Froggy radlo station
59 75 -

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
/270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
I 0 a rn 4 p m m-r

KEYMINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Morray.XY 42071
270.753-5562

NID11. ll'EN
NIB(

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates
1414 Oakhill Dr ,
145x 175, quiet cul-clesac Call 978-0876 or
759-54-69

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
460
Homes For Sale
220-acre farm estate 8
ini E at Murray
Fenced cattle farm,
w/2000 SF farm
house. bam, sheds.
etc Two ponds. gravel pit and trailer park
on property Call
Joshua 42
502-235-4152
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleki Estates.
BG Real
Prufmionals

293-7872

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. OTH ST.
Career of 121S & Glen**.
10X 10 S2S IOUS NO
12701 436-2524
127012934946
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safo & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Prop For
Beauty shop for rent
city limas 293-1150
For Rent: Large commercial building with
office. Call Pam for
details 502-314-8328
&Supplies
DOG Obedier
(270)436-2858

RENOVATED
4BR,
IBA home near hospitat Beautiful hardwood/ble floors. sunroom, basement, appliances. new CiH/A.
2.200 sq.ft. $8,000 first
time
home
buyer
rebate. $79,500
270-761-1317
NEW
CONSTRUCTION

3Bed, 2Bath
1,480 sq. ft.
Sunset Blvd
$139.000
(270)293-2482
We Buy Houses!
Immediate
Debt Relief'
Sethi* an Eeteae,
In Poreckyaute
Local Home Buyers
Can Heap!
No COM TO
No Fyptits
761114.1MF.CONI
1278) 761-110NIE

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

111V•A CH 1. IOWA—MA,
•he nation's leading source of
.“)rkplace skills assessments.
amounted
the launch of an
(Z70)227-92
- 12
intemet-based tool designed to
estimate an indi%idual's readiFORTNER Gas Co.
ness to take three WorkKeys
Murray's newest
foundational skills assessments.
propane dealer Call
761-4427
The WorkKeys Readiness
Indicator is designed to estimate
an individuals likelihood of
achieving a minimal level score
PICK UP
or above on three of the
WorkKeys
assessments:
Reading
for
Information.
270-293-5624
Applied
Mathematics,
and
Locating
Information.
The
FUTRELL S Tree
online instrument allows indiService
TrimMing
removal, viduals to complete acitial
stump grind,ng, fireWorkKeys test items in an
wood Insured
abbreviated format in a proc489-2839
tored setting. They receive a
score report indicating their
11\11',‘‘
readiness for the full-length
\\.
\II \
assessrnents or suggesting spe• weekly &
ial
• cific skill improvement training
• brainy owned/operated
to help them qualify in the
759-1151 •293-2783 future. The Readiness Indicator
293-2784
is not a substitute for any fulllength WorkKeys a.ssessment.
Hamilton lir init.
Decades of research show that
the foundational skills measured
3301 St. Rt 12-1N
by these three WorkKeys assess753-8087
ments are critical to on-Lhe-job

Noroscope

96 Chevrolet 3/4 ton,
ext. cab. 424 $2 950
978-5655

2007 Max-lite by
R-vision, 30ft, used
once, excellent. 2935476

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Scrcened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
Home,. Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes. Additions.
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Lic,ensed & Insured
TOUR AD
COULD BE
.HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

CtiglIf
%MVO
cax carol on de
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Dud

753-7728

*kill Electric
Since 1986
24 HOLM swims
Res . Com . & Ind
I icensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

M&M ROOFING

(270) 519-4729

LANDSCAPE.

EMEe

*Beauty *Safety
*Security
*Energy Efficient
siPro Equipment
'Pro Installation
.30 Yrs. Experience
TIM LEMONS
Irrigation
270-43S-4776

David's Home
Improvement
IL(
water Darriagee FlOOrS
Braces & Flour Aists
Remodeling S Plumbing
MI Do insurance WOrg
Visa klasiettam. Armored

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies meneoned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilay whatsoever for their
activities

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial BucketTruck
Insured

753-9562

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free est,
mates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fixers &
repairs decks pres
sure
washed
ars'
stained 436-2228

FREE
ESTIMATES

(270)873-9916 j

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-Soso: 1 -Difficult

chance for a bacicfire. You'll also
be less likely to waste energy
when
your
plate
is
full
Communic.ate what is on your
mind. Others might be more
upset than you realize. Tonight
Imagine Walk in someone else's
shoes.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Deal with another person
directty. You might want to avoid
that situation but honestly cannot. Listen to your inner voice
when you're angry or hurt. Don't
hold back, but also don't
explode. You want to be hearc:i.
Tonight. Talk over dinner.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** You have been so senous
for so long. Listen to someone's
opinions and share. Could you
be looking at the glass as halfempty? Though normally you are
not negative. you could be nght
now. Tonight: Listen to a partner
You will hear a whole different
version of what occurred.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** If you are not feeling 100
percent, it might be time to see
the doctor or start a reasonable
diet. In any case, you cannot go
wrong taking better care of yourself. Don't forget the dentist.
either! Tonight: Choose something relaxing.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Allow more playfulness
to come forward than in the past.
Your inve;itiveness and creativity
emerge as your strong suit once
more. Evaluate a fnend's suggestion. keeping in mind where
he or she is coming from
Tonight: Follow the acton.
CAPRtCORN (Oec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Steer clear of problems
and stay more upbeat You might
be wondenng what to do in order
to get past an issue with a family
member or someone you care a
lot about. Let this person
express his or her anger, even ti
you dont like what you hear.
Tonight. Order in.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***sr* Stay in touch with your
feelings and express them
before they become bottled up
and even more of a problem. In
fact. someone might find it quite
disarming to hear your vulnerability. Tonight: Chit chat over dinner.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Be aware of your efforts
and what they are worth. It is
important to ask for what yot; feel
is fair. A partner starts acting up
You might want to assume more
responsibility to complete this
project. Tonight. Balance your
checkbook. Pay a bill or hvo.
BORN TODAY
Golfer Jack Nicklaus (1940),
Spice Glrl Emrna Bunton (1976),
singer Mac Davis (1942)

AllTAIIPN
:
F. ,..

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

Times

Sr. Psis iisr.
a.tit(- vim NIP)

Iry Jamellos 111112f

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Jan. 21, 2010:
ThiS year, you are able to
break past restrictions. You
often become energized after
a conversation with a key
associate or partner. You
might not always see eye to
eye. In fact, you might actually like the difference of opinion. Issues could develop this
year involving travel, education and/or in-laws. You might
have difficulty detaching in
order to see the complete picture. If you are single, you
often find people you date
quite challenging. Leaming to
respect different opinions and
not always being right could
be important. If you are
attached, thP 1wr, of you need
to juggle your different concems, each taking over what
is cntical to his or her wellbeing. ARIES always has a
wild idea or two.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Be direct in your dealings, and you will feel better. YOu
are on top of your game. Others
could be taken aback by your
creative, energetic and smiling
ways. You will have what you
want, no matter what Tonight: All
smiles.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Listen to news and understand what is happening behind
tne scenes. Someone is very
fiery and full ol him- or herself.
Rather than get into a heated
dance or argument, look the
other way. Tonight: Do for you.
GEMINI(May 21-Juna 20)
***** Get ready. as friends
and associates ioin together to
help you accomplish something
that is very important. Curb a
tendency toward sarcasm, especially if you're trying to heal a rift.
This person might be overly sensitive, but you are also very dramatic. Tonight: Be with a favorite
person
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might want to
understand exactly what tS going
on behind the scenes. Be sensitive to the possibilities. Someone
sees you as far more capable
than he or she ever could be. Be
sensitive to this associate. He or
she is competent but needs
some encouragement. Tonight. A
must appearance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Look at the big picture,
and then you'll have less of a

performance SucLessful completion of the assessments qualifies individuals for a National
Career Readiness Certificate
issued and registered by ACT'
and recognized by employers
across the nation. A Level 3
score on the three assessments is
the threshold level for a Bronze
National
Career
Readiness
Certificate; SCOreS of 4 qualify.
for a Silver certificate: 5. a Gold
certificate; and 6, a Platinum
certificate.
"Now
more
than
ever,
American businesses need a
strong. slcilled workforce, and
job seekers need a nationally.
recognized credential that provides proof of job skills," said
Martin Scaglione, president and
chief operating officer of ACTs
Workforce
Development
Division. "Workforce offices
and conununity colleges across
the nation have asked ACT to
develop this tool to help identify
those who are ready to test for a
workplace skills credential and
those who may benefit from
additional training. It's all about
getting the right people on the
right path to success."

FREE puppies to a
good home For infor
mation call 227-3644

Murray Ledger &
DIVi.t• Nit RI

ACT launches WorkKeys®
Readiness Indicator tool

FREE

"

753-.1816 727-0611
tze Un ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

1BR, price reduced,
venous
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898

03 Honda Rancher
4x4. $2.900
'')293-2041

L&M LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
tAndscaping A
Leaf Vacuuming Satisfaction guaranteed

320
apitmeas Fer Reit

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4 I 09.

2003 H-D Heritage
Classic Black. 2 800
miles 270-293-740A
See at Cain s Inc
641N

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2BR brick, appliances
furnished No pets.
753-0728 994-3308.

%%ednesday. Jantuiry 20, 2010 • 3B

Audrey, Bord,
/Chow
( how mix, femali .i,ung adult

Ralphie, short hair orange and
white neutered, male.
months

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AA4-4 PM • SAT. 10 AA4-3 PM
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Cells

For mon- intormation c ontact

•

‘turray-Calloway County Animal Shelter •
at (270) 759-4141

48 • Wednesday, January

20, 2010

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is d picture of construction workers pounng A 33inch wall earthquake-proof footing for the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Fitness Center
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Dr. Richard and Andrea Pricerno. Jan. 9: and a girl to Timothy and Crystal McPherson. Jan
I3
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 47-44 over
Graves County Lady Eagles in
a basketball game High scorer
for the Lakers AS Raegan Morton.
Twenty years ago
The first day for fire cured
tobiuxo sales in the region was
a good one for Calloway County growers as prices were almost
$2 a pound at the Murray floors.
according to officials of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Mrs. Mertie Knight will be
honored on her 90th birthday on
Jan. 21 viith a party at the Murray' Woman's Club house.
Births reported include a girl
to Ruby and Samuel Yoder, Jan.
16. a boy to Cindy' and Randy
Simmons and a boy to Carolyn
and Hilton Dowdy. Jan. 17.
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool
were married for 61 years Jan.
19.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Nance.
Dec. 23: a boy to Mr. and Mrs
John K. Fleming. Dec. 25. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ragsdale,
Dec. 29: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Doug Garrett, Jan. 9; a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Paul R. McNeary.
Jan. 10: twin boys to Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Alderdice. Jan. 13.
Murray.' State University Racers won over Samford University Bulldogs in a basketball game
with Hooker high scorer for
MSU.

Mafia) state niversity L.ady
Racers won USTI- Indiana State
in a ba.sketball
with Janice McCracken high scorer for
MSU.
Forty years ago
Another wintry blast struck
Murray and Calloway County
today with a fresh cover of snow
closing Calloway County Schools
for the second day in a row for
the ninth day since Christmas..
An average of $49.03 per
hundred weight was reported on
the opening day of sales of dark
fired tobacco on the Murray Market. according to 011ie Barnett,
reporter tor the local market
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald E.
Williams. Jan. 13, arid a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pizzerall. Jan. 15.
Fifty years ago
Dwain Herndon of Almo has
been selected to direct the Murray State College Children's Theatre production of 'Cinderella'
scheduled Jan. 21-23 and sponsored by the Sock and Buskin
Club of MSC.
The annual Calloway County
Farm Bureau meeting will be
Jan. 22 at 7 p.m. at the Murray City Hall assembly' room.
according to Leon Chambers,
president.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 87-72 over Western Hil[toppers in a basketball
game with O'Riordan high scorer for Murray.
Sixty years ago
Tobacco sales averaged $24
per 100 pounds on the Murray
Market on Jan. 19.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. artd Mrs. Fred Workman
and a boy to Mr and Mrs. Glen
Prescott, Jan. 3: a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. E.D. Rowland. Jan. 14.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 79-36 over Middle Tennessee in a basketbal
game with Gene Dick high scorer for MSC.

COMICS / FEATURES
Patronizing professor needs
a lesson in social graces
DEAR ABBY:▪ I have always
been a cunous and motivated
person. Because of it, I pursued higher education and
became a college professor.
Most of my siblings have also
gone to college. However, their
significant others have varying levels of
education.
like to
think
of
myself as a
nice person,
but my siblings have
let me know
that when I
Dear Abby converse
with
their
partners, I
By Abigail
often come
Van Buren
across
as
patmnizing. Do these partners
need to be less sensitive, or
do I need to be more so? -THE GOOD PROFESSOR
DEAR PROF: If only one
of your siblings had told you
that you often come across as
patronizing, I'd say his or her
partner might be overly sensitive. However, because more
than one has said it, it's time
for a self-check. Book smarts
are an undeniable asset. but sensitivity to others can be even
more important. If you talk
down to people. no matter how
"smart" you are. eventually they
will run away from you.
Do you feel compelled to
"correct" those whom you know
to have less education than you?
Do you speak in polysyllables
when a few simple words will
do? If the answers to these questions are affirmative, you need
to be more socially sensitive
when you're with your family
-- and possibly when you're
in the classroom as well.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is W'efinesday, Jan. 20,
the 20th day of 2010. There are
345 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
on Jan. 20, 2009, Barack
Obama was sworn in as the nation's
44th. as well as first AfricanAmerican. president.
On this date:
In 1801, Secretary' of State
John Marshall was nominated by'
President John Adams to be chief
justice of the United States (he
was sworn in on February 4th.
1801).
In 1841. the island of Hong
Kong was ceded by China to
Great Britain. (It returned to Chinese control in July.. 1997.)
In 1887. the U.S. Senate
approved an agreement to lease
Pearl Harbor in Hawaii as a naval
base.
In 1936. Britain's King George
El A El'Y ES I_ IJ

‘' died. he was succeeded by
Edward VIII.
In 1937, President Fran'din D.
Roosevelt became the first chief
executive to be inaugurated on
Jan. 20th instcad of March 4th.
In 1942, Nazi officials held
the notorious Wannsee conference,
during which they arrived at their
"final solution- that called for
exterminating Jews.
In 1949, President Harry S.
Truman was sworn in for a second term of office.
In 1969, Richard M. Nixon
was sworn in as the 37th president of the United States. Spiro
Agnew took the oath of vice president.
In 1981. Iran released 52 Americans it had held hostage for 444
day's, minutes after the presidency had passed from Jimmy Carter
to Ronald Reagan.

In 1990, actress Barbara Stanwyck died in Santa Monica, Calif.
at age 82.
Ten years ago: Census 2000
officially got under way as Census Dweau Duectur Kenneth Prev.itt knocked on the door of a
small wood-frarne house in Unalakleet iN'00.-nuh-luh-kleet), Alaska, to begin the nationwide head
count. The Clinton administration
issued visas to the grandmothers
of Ehan Gonzalez. enabling them
to visit the United States to make
their case for the six-year-old's
return to Cuba.
Five years ago: President
George W. Bush was inaugurated
for a second term; Chief Justice
William H. Rehnquist. ill with
thyroid cancer, delivered the oath
of office. Anti-Bush demonstrators jeered the president's motorcade during the inaugural parade.
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DEAR ABBY: My parents
divorced when my older brother and I were small. Mom
remarried. and
was adopted
by the wonderful man who
raised me as his beloved daughter. I had limited contact with
my biological father, "Nate,*
which seemed to please everyone.
After my adopted dad
passed, Nate came back into
my life. I have not seen much
of him but he was present at
my second marriage five years
ago, traveling across country
to be there.
Last month he called to tell
me he has been diagnosed with
terminal cancer and has named
me as his heir since my older
brother is deceased.
As a birthday gift, I presented him with a box from
a company that does genome
sequencing. It allows people
to see their DNA and learn
about their ancestry as well
as arty health-related issues. I
enjoyed learning about genetics and thought Nate would,
too.
Imagine how stunned I was
when I learned that Nate is NOT
my father. The company has
assured me there is little chance
the test is wrong. and they
are certain we are not related.
am close to my mother
and horrified that she kept this
secret from me for more than
50 years. I don't want anyone
to be hurt, but I need the
truth. What do I do? -- QUESTIONING MY DNA IN S.F.
DEAR QUESTIONING:
Have a calm, private conversation with your mother and
tell her what you have learned.
If she denies it, have the test
repeated. When you receive
the results, either apologize to
your mother or raise the subject again. She may know who
your father was, or you may
have been the result of an
opening shot in the sexual revolution, a chapter your mother may not care to revisit.
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69449,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••
Good advice for everyone
-- teens to seniors -- is in
"The Anger in All of Us and
How to Deal With It." To
order, send a business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $6 (U.S.
funds only) to: Dear Abby -Anger Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
(Postage is included in the
price.)
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PEOP-E ARE GETTING TOO niINSKINNED' IF YOU JOKE AROLIA
WITH T.Eat, THEY GET OFFENDED,

YOU KNOW MY
LIFE ISN'T PERFECT,

(

.A..LL YOU PO
le SLEEP'

Eggs and bacon and
salmon, oh my!
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an
89-year-old male enjoying good
health I have A-fib, but it doesn't bother me and I get a reasonable tunount of eXCICISC.
I have had myeiodysplasia for
12 years As a result. my whitecell count is
low. My cholesterol
is
142, and my
HDL
and
LIN. are normal or below.
I take iron
pills
every
day At my
age and with
my history,
Dr. Gott does
it make
any
differBy
ence whether
Dr. Peter Gott I have one or
six eggs per
week or bacon every other day'
My second question regards
salmon. I eat it frequently and enjcy
it. I understand that the omega-3
is largely contained in the fish's
fat. And I note that most of the
fat clings to the skin. Should we
not also eat the skin for maximum benefits?
DEAR READER: A healthy
heart has four chambers that contract in an orderly manner. Atrial fibrillation (A-fib) is the result
of the heart's two upper chambers being stimulated to contract
rapidly' and in an abnormal fashion. These arrhythmias cause a
disruption of the heart's normal
conduction system. The condition
becomes more coinmon with
advancing age and affects both men
and women. An individual may
be aware of a rapid pulse, palpitations, dizziness, fatigue and lightheadedness.
Long-tenn
treatment
may
include the use of prescnption medication. There are also specific
instances whet, atnal fibnlIntion
may require medical intervention,

REGARDLESS OF
WHAT OTHERS THiNK

1 Journalist —
Moyers
5 Falling-out
9 Air-pump meas.
12 Knuckle under
13 Light brown
14 Goal
15 Seal in the
juices
16 Got more
intense (2 wds )
18 Ran out
20 Hindu mantra
21 Machine part
22 Menial worker
26 Panoply
29 Slumber-party
attire
30 40-cup brewer
31 Scoop out water
32 Univ degrees
33 Globule
34 Web addr
35 Farm doc
36 Glove parts
37 Swarmed
39 Slammer
1

0
0

Centred Bridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A J 9 8 3
WAQ6
•10 6 5
41)K 5
WEST
EAST
•5 2
•K 7 6 4
•9 8 3
•10 7 5 4
•A 7 4
•Q 9 2
•.1 9 8 3
*Q 6
SOUTH
•Q 10
10 K J 2
•K 8 3
*A 10 7 4 2
The bidding:
South
West
North East
Pao,
I•
•
Pa.ss
I NT
l'ass
3 NT
Opening lead — nine of hearts.
It is generally acknowledged that
defense is the most difficult aspect of
the game to master. The pnnciple
reason is that the defenders can't see
each other's cards and so are often
forced to make blind assumptions
during the play'.
Today's deal illustrates the type of
thinking that goes into good defensive play'. West got off to a line stan
by leading a heart rathei than a diamond, which would hat e handed
dtxlarer the contract.
South won with the king and
finessed the queen of spades, which
held, and the ten of spades, which
lost. The outcome now hinged on

Lases return at tnck four.
The bidding and play to this point
convinced East that South would collect at least nine tricks — four
spades, three hearts and two clubs —
dS soon as he regained the lead. Tbe
only hope of defeating the contract
therefore lay in scoring four immediate diamond tricks. This in tum
meant finding West with the A-K-x-x
or, more realistically, the A-1-x-x.
The trouble in the latter case was that
if Last made the normal retum of a
lov: diamond from the Q-9-2.
declarer would play low to protect
his king, and so make the contract.
For this reason, Fast chose the
diabolically' clever return of the diamond queen, hoping South would
place him with the tack. If so,
declarer would duck the queen, since
covenng would enable West to win
and lead through dummy's ten. If the
ploy worked, another diamond by
East would then allow West to run
three more diamonds Mr down one.
la practice, however, South
elected to cover the queen cvith the
king. After taking the ace, West then
did his part by making the equally
diabolical return of the diamond
four!
This time, declarer went wmng.
Afraid that dummy's tert would lose
to the jack, he played low from
durrury. hoping West held the nme.
But when East produced the nine and
returned a diamond, West scored two
more diamonds to sink the contract.
Tomorrow: so near and yct so far.
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40 Roman 51
41 Soundproofs
45 Less steady
49 Fusses
50 Center
51 — Stanley
Gardner
52 Prof
53 Moon. in verse
54 Lectern's place
55 Dit partners
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Big name in
earphones
Mountain goat
Frog step
Melodious
Alter a skirt
Froze over
Painter —
Angelico
8 Mentors
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10 Carbondale sch
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such AS cardioversion or intravenous drugs, to bring the heart
back into normal rhythm This
may be followed by oral MCCI1Cations to ward off arrhythrruas and
prescnption anticoagulants to prevent blood clots and stroke from
occurring
People with A-fib should be
under the care of a cardiologist
to ensure they are being monitored properly.
Individwds with myelodysplasia have stem cells that fail to
function properly. W'ith time, the
immature cells exceed the healthy
blood cells and problems develop These may include anemia.
bleeding tendencies. leukemia or
abnormalities and infection. The
condition is complex. There are
eight recognized subtypes, with
each type based on bone-marrow
changes and penpheral blood findings.
Risk factors include age, sex,
specific congenital diseases. exposure to environmental toxins and
a history of smoking. Males aged
60 and older are more commonly diagnosed. as are smokers. Cancer-causing substances in cigarettes are absorbed into the bloodstream and have the ability to
affect blood cells and bone !narrow.
There is no known definitive
cure at this writing, however, treatment is geared toward reducing
or preventing complications that
may arise. People with the disorder should be under the care of
a hematologist/oncologist.
Now, on to the important portion of your question: My colleagues will likely criticize me
for this answer, but here goes.
Enjoy your eggs, bacon. salmon
and the well-cooked siun if you
wish. Quality of life is extremely important_ At 89, you've earned
the right to indulge now and then.
Just remember to have a piece
of fruit or two with the eggs.
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25 Finishes up
26 Lie adjacent
27 Unusuai
28 Peeve
29 Reassure
Rover
32 Motel offering
33 Temporary
solution
(hyph.)
35 Hidden
36 "Snow" veggie
38 Joe Mauer's
org.
39 Dijon daddies
41 Lox purveyor
42 Ferber or
Millay
43 Snack
44 Former JFK
arrivals
45 Rock band
The —
46 Not just mine
47 Consumer
protection org.
48 A Gershwin
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MOREHEAD. Ky. (AN
— Kenneth Faried scored 23
points and grabbed 16
Simmons
rebounds to lead Morehead
OVC(Overell
State to a 66-46 rout over School
woeful Southern Illinois- Murray State
8-0 (14-3)
Edwardsville on Tuesday Morehead State 7-1 (13-6)
Eastern Kentucky 6-2 (14-6)
night.
Faried, who had his fifth Austin Peay
4-3 (10-91
consecutive double-double, Eastem INinois
4-4 (10-8)
was die only player to score in Jacksonville State 3-4 (7-10)
double figures for the Eagles Tennessee Tech 2-5 (8-10)
(13-6), who have won nine SE Missouri State 2-5 (5-12)
straight. He shot 9 of 15 from Tennessee State 1-6 (4-15)
the floor arid blocked four UT Martin
0-7 (2-14)
shots.
SIU Edwardsville 0-0 (2-15)
The Cougars (2-16) held a
Lag MO
20-16 lead with 6:44 left in Eastern Kentucky 74, Chicago State 50
Morehead State 66. SIU-E 46
the first half on a jumper by
Tbstaisa
David
Boarden.
But Tennessee State at iiireuxtvilte State,
Morehead State answered 6 00 p m IESPNU)
Robert Moms 11111 at SiU EdreardsvIlle
with 15 straight points over 7 00 p m
the next 4 minutes to take a Austin Peay at Tennessee Tech 7 30
pm
31-20 lead.
Murray State at Eastern Illinois, 7:30
Faried, who capped the p.m.
spurt with a score. had seven LIT Marlin at SoutheaSt Messour 7 45
pm
points during the run.
febtrisy
SIU-Edwardsville
was Austin Peay at Jacksonvthe State 4 30
unable to recover after the p m
Martn at Eastern Illinois 6 00 p
scoring spree by the Eagles, UT
Morehead State al Eastem Kentucky
whose lead was no less than 600pm
13 points the rest of the way. Tennessee State at Tennessee Tech
7 30 p m
Aamir McCleary led the Murray State at Southeast Missouri,
Cougars with 14 points, five 7:46 p.m.
assists and three steals. He also had six tumovers.
Eastern lienbcky 74, Capps Stab 50.
RICHMOND,Ky.(AP)— ;Justin Stommes scored 16 points.
Josh Taylor and Papa Oppong added 15 apiece and the trio combined for 12 of Eastern Kentucky's 15 3-pointers in the
Colonels' 74-50 win over Chicago State on Tuesday night.
Eastern Kentucky (14-6), which entered the game averaging
41.1 percent frorn long range and 10.2 3-pointers a game, shot
41.7 percent (15-for-36) from beyond the arc. Oppong was 5for-8 from 3-point range — 4-for-5 in the ftrst half — while
Taylor finished 4-for-6 and Stommes 3-for-8.
The Colonels shot 45.8 percent (27-for-59) overall to win
their fourth straight game.
In the first half, 10 of Eastern Kentucky's 14 baskets were 3pointers. The Colonels also held the Cougars (5-15) scoreless
for the last 6:57, using a 17-0 run to turn a four-point game into
a 40-19 halftime lead.
Christian Wall scored 13 points to lead Chicago State, which
has lost eight straight.
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Sports Writer
Twenty-four hours after
upsetting fourth-ranked Webster
County, Calloway County found
itself on the wrong side of a
potential upset, trailing border
rival Graves County by ten
points at halftime Tuesday.

The Lady Lakers had managed just two field goals and ten
points during the first half of
their fourth game in five days.
The aggressive defense that

had carried Calloway over its
recent three-game winning
streak was nowhere to be found.
The offense was stagnant,
going the entire second quarter
with no field goals and the final
six minutes of the quarter with
no points.
"We were tired, physically
and mentally," said Lady Laker
head coach Scott Sivills, whose
team recovered in the second
half and left Jeffrey Gymnasium
with a comfortable 43-33 win.
"After watching our kids in
the first three or four minutes,
especially Averee (Fields), I
knew we were going to have to
find a way to gut it out."
The Lady Leiters did just that
in the second half, amping up
the defensive intensity and creating points off turnovers during
a third quarter in which they
outscored Graves 15-2 to take a
three-point lead.
It was a complete reversal of
roles from one half to the next
and the statistics told the story.
Calloway shot a dismal 12
percent from the field during the
first 16 minutes of play but
cranked that number up to 59
percent in the second half.
Graves shot 50 percent froni
the field in the first half while
building a 20-10 lead at the
break. In the second, the Lady
Eagles were held to 24 percent
Shooting.
"Sivills just told us when we
came out, we needed to step up
our defensive pressure because a
lot of our offense feeds off our

PGA

A glimmer
of 'Hope'

defense," said point guard
Taylor Futrell, who scored eight
points and added two steals.
"When we came out, we got

up on them and pressured them
defensively."
In so doing, Calloway avoided an upset that would have
ended their four-game stretch on
a sour note.
Instead, the Lady Lakers
have now won four consecutive
games and are looking like the
team projected to be the First
Region favorite in the preseason.
"Our supporting cast has
proven over these last four
•See CCHS,2C

BOB HOPE CLASSIC LEFT IN
THE DESERT DUST
ay DOUG FERGUSON

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Calloway County forsvard Averee Fields drives to the basket on a Graves County defender during Tuesday night's game at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Fleids scored a game-high 14
points as the Lady Lakers took a 43-33 victory.

Cold shooting plagues Lakers at Superman
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Staff Report
Calloway County shot 33 percent from the field and fell to
Carbondale OIL), 62-47. in die
first round of the Superman
Classic at Massac County (III.)
Tuesday night.
The Lakers trailed by four at
halftime but were outscored 18-9
by the Terriers in the third quarter. putting them down by a double-digit deficit they could never
recover from.
With the loss, Calloway falls

Morehead State,
EKU win in
OVC action
COLONELS ICNOCK OFF CHICAGO ST.,
EAGLES BEAT SIU-E

By TOMMY DILLARD
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to 8-10 on the season and will
face 4th District foe Marshall
County in die losers' bracket of
die Superman Classic on
Thursday.
The Marshals lost their opener
to Massac County, 45-39, on
Monday.
Against
Carbondale,
Calloway was led by Brock
Simmons, who hit three threepointers en route to scoring 16
points.
Austin Lilly added I I points

and also knocked down three
triples, all of which came in the
first quarter.
Justin Hill and Shawn
Thompson each contributed eight
points apiece.
Carbondale was paced by
guards Connor Wheeler and Ty
Neal, who scored 16 and 17
points respectively. Center Bruce
Day added I I points, 12
rebounds and six blocks.
Despite cold shooting from
the field. Calloway did hit 6 of 18

three-pointers, all of which came
from Simmons and Lilly.
The Lakers shot 71 percent
from the free-throw line, going
15-for-21.
Carbondale shot 51 parent
from the field, went 4-for-9 from
behind the arc and exercised a
35-23 rebounding advantage
over Calloway.
Lilly led the Lakers on the
boards, grabbing eight rebounds.
Carbondale also blocked eight
Calloway shots.

AP Gotf Wnter
HONOLULU (AP) — Given these tough econotnic times,
PGA Tour cormnissioner Tun Finchem has asked players to
pitch in by adding tournatnents to their schedules. Perhaps he
should have been more clear.
Ile meant tournaments in the United States.
Anthony Kim makes his 2010 debut this week in a tournament that includes Camilla Villegas and Geoff Ogilvy, who will
be going for his second consecutive victory. They will be competing against a world-class field that features defending champion Paul Casey, Henrik Stenson, Sergio Garcia, Ian Poulter and
Rory Mcillroy.
You can find them in the desert — at the Abu Dhabi
Championship.
Halfway around the world in the California desert, the Bob
Hope Classic begins Wednesday. It is the first PGA Tour event
on the mainland. is desperate to find a title sponsor and does not
have a single player among the top 35 in the world ranking.
Once a premier event on the West Coast Swing, last year it had
the second-weakest field among regular PGA Tour events.
"It's not something we like to see," said Jolui Foster, president of the Bob Hope Classic. "We've always had to deal with
it in sonie shape or form. It behooves us to make this tournament
as attractive as we can. We still have a good field off last year's
money list. We have no top 10s, and we're disappointed in that.
We still have some great players. It is what it is."
PGA Tour members require a "conflicting event release" to
See PGA,2C
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Lincecum asks for $13 million in arbitration
Ety RONALD 13LUM
AP Sports Wnter

NEW YORK(AP) — San Francisco
Giants ace Tim Lincecum asked for $13
million in salary arbitration, a record
for a player eligible for the first time,
and Seattle pitcher Felix Hernandez
closed in on a five-year contract with
die Mariners worth about $78 million.

Ott the busiest day of baseball's otTseason, 71 players eligible for arbitration reached agreements on contracts,
leaving just 38 still on track for hearings next month. That's a fraction of the
more than 200 players eligible for arbitration in November. the 128 who filed
on Friday and the 46 who swapped figures widi their teams earlier Tuesday.

Boston Red Sox closer Jonathan
Papelbon agreed to a $9.35 million,
one-year deal. the highest salary for a
reliever with at least four years of major
league service. The agreement surpassed Mariano Rivera's $7.25 million
contract after the 2000 se-ason and was
halfway' between the $10.25 million
Papelbon asked for and the 58.45 [nil-

lion the Red Sox offered.
Colorado reached a preliminary
agn-ement on a S22.5 million, threeyear contract with closer Huston Street
and a $7.55 million, two-year deal with
setup man Rafael Betancourt, two other
people said separately, also on condition of anonymity because the agreements were not yet final.

Lincecum is seeking the nchest contract ever awarded in arbitration, surpassing the SIO million that Alfonso
Soriano (2006) and
Francisco
Rodriguez (2008) received in losses
and Ryan Howard won at a hearing in
2008. Howard's request had been the
highest ever for a player in his first year
of eligibility.
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Lady Lakers sweep Murray
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Nobody can plotect you, AUTO

The
Calloway
County
Middle eighth-grade Lady
Lakers Tel their record to 12-4
with a 39-23 win over Murray
Tuesday night.
CCMS led by. just three
points at halftime but wok control of the game in the third
quarter. outscoring Murray 10-3
to build a ten-point lead.
The Lady Lakers held
Murray to just two points in the
fourth quarter and gave up just
five over the entire second half.
Haley
Hounshell
led
Calloway with nine points while
Hannah Scarborough artd Erica
Rogers added six apiece:
Summer Simmons and Madison
Connell each scored five.
Murray was led by Kaylee
Capps, who scored eight points,
and Natalie Adams. who added
five.
Calloway will play Tuesday.
in the district tournament at
North Marshall. Opponent and
time are yet to be determined.
In seventh-grade action,
CCMS ended its season with a
26-16 victory over Murray.
Danielle Potts led the way
with 12 points followed by
Ashlyn Stalls, who scored eight
points. Courtney Adams added
SI S rebounds.
The Lady Lakers end the season with a 10-5 record.
Murray was led by Hiumati
Clark with eight points while
Bethany Vogt scored four
points.
CCMS took control of the
game early, outscoring Murray'
10-4 in the first quarter and
KYSER LOUGH / Leoger & Times
holding the Lady Tigers to just Murray Middle School's Adam Stubblefield goes up tor a shot against Calloway County
Middle
School's Parker Adams Tuesday night at CCMS during the eighth
two points apiece in the second
grade boys
game. The Lakers defeated MMS 49-36.
and third quarters.

•PGA
From Page 1C
cornpete overseas. The guidelines allow for three releases a
year,.with additional releases for
international players who want
to play on their home circuits.
It is rare for the tour to grant
so many. releases - nine in this
case
to one tournament.
Alarms are sounded when that
tournament is the same week as
a U.S. event that once had tradition and now- has no title: sponsor. One guideline says the commissioner can leny request if it
would "otherwise significantly
and unreasonably harm" the tour
and its sponsors.

But let's be practical about
this.
All nine releases were granted to players who are European
Tour members. Six of those
piayers are Europeans, all of
whom began their careers on the
other side of the Atlantic.
"Remember, guys like Sergio
and Paul Casey, they chose to
come over here and play,"
British Open champion Stewart
Cink said. "If they chose to stay
in Europe, we wouldn't even be
having a conversation like that."
Ogilvy has not played the
Hope in five years. Villegas has
neNer played it at all.

V N
eDUCT1ON

What brings the Hope's field
so much attention is the absence
of Kim, who spent his high
school years in the Coachella
Valley and was given a sponsor's exemption to play when he
was a rookie with litnitecl. opportunics. KIM is trying to manage
a worldwide schedule. Skipping
what amounts to a hometown
tournament is not going to win
him additional fans.
Rick George. the tour's chief
of operations, said nine releases
were given opposite the Hope
last year. He also noted the number of players who stayed two
weeks in Hawaii. which made
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the Sony Open stronger. Others
are adding Pebble Beach to the
schedule this year with the U.S.
Open coming in June.
"I'd like to think it's just an
anomaly," George said. "But
that doesn't make it any better
for the Bob Hope Classic."
Appearance money is an
issue, too, but that's been around
forever and is a convenient
excuse.
"When you give 'show-up.
fees in Europe, that poses a
problem," Foster said. "That's
an issue for the West Coast.
wish the European Tour wouldn't do that. But that's how they
try to attract players."
Kenny Perry, a past Bob
Hope champion who is skipping
this year, received an offer to
play the Qatar Masters next
week.
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any better than we can.,
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KENTUCKY PREP SCOREBOARD
Tuistidey's Scores
By The Associated Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
Adair Cc. 63. Manon Co 50
Arlen Central 79 South Floyd 67
Allen Co kScollevee 62, Logan Co 47
Anderson Go 51. North Oldham 48
Apollo 51 Owensboro 38
Broolonndge Cc 62 Butler Co 35
Bullet East 55 Nelson Co 43
Campbell Co 58 Harnson Co 56
Chnshan Co 5,3, Bowling Green 51
Clay Co 52, 1340 Co 50
Coal Grove. Oha 57. Boyd Co 35
Corbin 69 North Laurel 51
08VOSS CC 56 Henderson Co 53
East Carter 59 Fleming Co 53
East Jessamine 64 Madison Southern
61
East Rage EK, Paintsvale 69
Elizabethtown 56 John Hardin 52
George Rogers Clark 69. Whaley Co 40
Greenwood 62 Franklin-Simpson 54
Harlan Co 61 Prestonsburg 48
Johnson Central 69, Betsy Layne 67
Lex Lafayette 65. Lex Ta:es Creek 56
Lincoln Co 80, Garrard Co 41
Lou Butler 64. Lou Western 79
Lou Central 74, Lou Valley 68
Lou Eastern 106. Lou Atherton 43
Lou Iroquois 70. Lou Fairdale 52
Lou Ky Country Day 75 North Bullat 65
Lou. Pleasure Ridge Park 76. Lou
Southern 50
Lou Seneca 80 Lou Fem Creek 75. OT
Lcu St Xavier 65 South Oldham 61
Lou. Tnnrty 56 Lou Christian Academy
77
Lou Waggener 73, Lou DuPont Manual
66
Mason Co 58 Ashland Blazer 54
Mercer Co 68 Montgomery Co 62
Muhienberg County 77 Ohio Co 46
North Hardin 85, Meade Co 59
Pike Co Central 93, Magoffin Co 56
Pikeville 62. Belfry 45
Pulaski Cc 60. Casey Cc 52
Russell Co 50. Southwestern 43
Shelby Co 55 Boyle Co 47
Sheldon Clark 69 Lawrence Co 64
St Bernard, Oha 73, Cov Latin 31
Taylor Co. 65, Hart Co 47
Union Co 62. Ev Day Ind 60
Wayne Co 70, Roclicastle Co 50
Webster Co 60. Tngg Co 44
Woodford Co 58. Westem HMS 47
12th Region All "A" Classic
Danville 74 Somerset 62
13th Region All "A" Classic
Pineville 56 Middlesboro 54
Williamsburg 69. Red Bed 34
14th Region All "A" Classic
Hazard 71 Gorcka 39
leth Region All "A' Classic
Elliott Co 76 Russell 45
2nd Region All "A" Claselc
Caldwell Co 83 Dawson Springs 42
Fort Campbell 69 Livingston Central 61
Untversay Heights 70. Lyon Co 63

3rd Reg.on All 'A" Classic
Owensborc Catholic 52 Edmoneon Co
38
5th Region All "A" CIIISSIC
CarrpbellSolle 73 Bardstown 56
6th Region All • A" Cieeeic
Evangei Christian 76 Lou Portland
Christian 45
Oh Region All "A" Classic
Walton-Verona 66 Carroll Co 58
Williamstown 45 Eminence 36
Supemum Tournament
Carbondale
62, Calaway Co 47
Madtson ltl 12 Paducah Tilghman 7,
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Alen Co -Scottsville 79. Logan Co 75
Andeison Co 80 Eminence 14
Ashland Blazer 52 Mason Co 45
Barbourville 48. Red Bird 30
Barren Co 36, Warren Central 25
Beechwood 68 Silver Grove 21
Boone Co 66, Highlands 56
Boyle Co 50, West Jessamine 49
Calloway Co 43. Graves Co 33
Campbell Co 50, Scott 33
Gov Holy Cross 51, Bishop, Brossart 50
Dayton 53. Ludlow 37
Franklin Co 73, Lex Tates Creek 54
Franklin Simpson 65. Greenwood 53
Garrard Co 63 Lex Lafayette 43
Grant Co 44 Pendleton Co 28
Harlan Co 62, Cumberland Gap. Tenn
54
Knott Go Central 30, Powell Co 73
Lex Bryan Station 70. Montgomery ,o
57
Lexington Catholic 66. Ryie 62
Lou Central 91 ou Valley 19
Lou Collegiate 46. Ky School for the
Deaf 12
L041 Eastern 86. Lou Atherton 37
Lou Fein Creek 65. Lou Seneca 43
Lou Iroquois 47. Lou Fairdale 41
Lou Jeffersontown 58. Lou Male 55
Lou Ky Country Day 64 Frederick
Fraize 20
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 50 Lou
Southern 43
Madison Central 56. George Rogers
Clark 44
Madisonville-North Hopkins 76 Hopkins
Co Central 44
Manor+ Co 78 Adatr Co 47
North Hardin 48, N....ion Cn 45
Oldham Co 85 Spencer Co 49
Paducah TIghrnan 59. Marshall Cc 50
Rockcastle Go 72. Wayne Co 44
Simon Kenton 60 Notre Dame 48
Southwestern 56, Russell Co 48
St Henry 67. Holmes 53
Trimble Co 51, Lou Western 45
Williamsburg 57, Lynn Camp 25
Woodford Co 68 Western Htlls 4-7
llth Region All "A" Classic
Model 56. Berea 46
12th Region All ''A" Classic
Somerset 63 Danville 35
16th Region All "A" CISSIBIC
Russell 63 VVee, Carter 62, OT

ABU DHABI. United Arab
Emirates (AP) - Former U.S.
Open champion Geoff Ogilvy is
hoping Tiger Woods will speak in
public away from the course
before playing in a pro golf event.
Ogilvy, one of the eight players ranked in the top 20 who are
competing at this week's Abu
Dhabi Championship, said
Wednesday that the attention surrounding Woods at a tournament
would be distracting to the other
players.

He thinks Woods should speak
away from the course tsecause a
tournament wouldn't "want all
the tabloid media floating
around."
Wood.s has not spoken in public since he crashed his car in late
November. Since then, he has
admitted to infidelities on his
Web site and taken an indefinite
leave from golf.
When Woods does return to
the PGA Tour, Ogilvy said Woods
will get back to his best.

From Page 1C
points. four of which came on
games that it they step up. we're
Futrell got three transition free throws, and finished with
a
a hard team to beat in the layups during the third-quarter game-high 14 points, but
was
region,- Sivills said. "We're get- comeback stretch, two of which held well below her average
of
ting productivity from our came off assists from Fields.
24.1 per garne.
guards and off our bench.
Calloway also got to the freeGraves County was paced by
"When we get double-figures throw line 25 times on the night senior forward Haley
Richards.
from our guards. that's huge.. and outscored Graves 17-4 from who scored eight points
before
and we have to keep getting that the charity stripe.
fouling out in the fourth quarter.
down the stretch."
"We weathered the storm,"
Calloway held the Lady
With Graves limiting Fields Sivills said. "We knew this Eagles' top scorer, junior
forwith a box-in-one defense. the would be a tough stretch for our ward Hayden Dunigan.
who
Lady Laker guards came team. It's not done yet - we averages ten points per
game, to
thmugh on Tuesday.
have Henderson County on just five on the night.
Karlee Wilson scored 10 Saturday- but we'll have some
The Lady Lakers travel to
points and knocked down a time to rest and that's impor- Henderson County on
Saturday
three-pointer that completed her tant."
for a 2 p.m. tip-off.
team's comeback and gave them
After taking a three-point
a 23-22 lead with !:50 left in the lead out of the third quarter,
third quarter.
Calloway scored the first eight
1st Reicien Girls' AM 'A' Classic
Taylor Futrell added eight points of the founh penod to
iat Graves County]
points and Abby Futrell con- open up a double-digit lead and
Saturday
put the game on ice.
tributed five.
(8) Carlir, Co 51, 19 mayteid 36
(7) Fulton Co 64. (10) Redland 42
Fields scored six of those
"We knew we were going to
(61 Hickman C,o 97 ill) Fulton Crty 30
have to hit some outside shots." Graves
Co
5 15 2 11 - 33
Monday
Taylor Futrell said. "They Calloway Co 6 4 15 18
(2) Baliard Mem 70. (7) Fulton Co 47
- 43
(1)
Murray 68. (8) Carlisle Co 20
weren't really falling in the first
Tuesday
half and Karlee hit a big one to Graves Co.(8-9)- Richards 8, Adams
18) St. Mary 62,(4) Heath 56
6, caner 6. Dungan 5. Beach 4. Hopkins
put us up in the second.
CCA
(3)
67 Hickman Co 57
3 Smrth 1
Thursday
"Karlee's really stepping up FG: 13-37 3-pt: 3-10 FT: 4-5.
(2) Ballard Mem vs (3) CCA 6 p m
Rebounds:
21
TurnOvers:
and hitting some big shots from
16
(1)
Murray
vs i5) St Mary 7 45 pm
Co.(12-7)- Fields 14, Wilson
the outside the past two games. Calloway
Saturday, Jan. 23
10 T Futrell 8, A Futrell 5, Cunningham
Champonship game
6p m
Shc was struggling the first few 5 Chrisman 1
weeks, but she's really stepping FG: 12-34 3-pl: 2-9 FT: 1 7-25

This Week

Rebounds: 22

TUTOVINS: 11

This Week
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al or a Band Fri. or Sat. Night

(1) Heath 51 18Mi°nd
S1 i
MYary 46
(2) Canis* Co 83
Tuels7)
daFYulton Crly 68

Reer cpeciols Cott:v.441y & Suncicry - 2 pm til 5 pm
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from 9:30 pm til 1:30 am • 731-247-3129
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Champoonshop game
8pm
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OW 2010Dodge Ram 1500ST
Reg. Cab 2WD
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebus
SLBC
GMAC rusancial Bonus

"A" Classic
arrOlt Co 58
elem. 36
DUM1111111aat
ali0Way CO 47
.icah Tilghman 7,

521.885
- 1.044
- 1,000

Cri 2010 Toyota Camry LE
MSRP

4:1:P 2010 Chevy Malibu

'171841
100,0004.,

KETEIALL
79 Logan Co 75
Nnence 14
lason Co 45
Bird 30
in Central 25
r Grove 21
awls 56
lessainine 49
Ives Co 33
on 33
Bisnop Brussel 50
7
Tates Creek 54
Greenwood 53
Lafayette 43
iton Co 28
beriand Gap Tenn

5 Pyle 62
Valley 19
Ky School tor the
Atherton 37
La, Seneca 43
1 Farrdale 41
6 Lou Mam 55
Day 64 Frederick

ye Park 50 LOW
5

Your
Prke

4GC0031

• V6

• AM/F5VCD

• PSiPli

• Rut,

• A/C

• Anti-Spin Dill

•

iallk 2010Dodge Ram 1500ST
Quad Cab 2WD

si9 94r
• Rearview Cameo System

• V-6
• Auto.
• A/C

• PS/PB
• A.M./FM/CD
• Anti-Spin Diff.

4$510-

100.000

2010 Dodge Grand
Caravan SE

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

George Ragers

• Duel Skyscape Sunroof
• 2nd Row Captain's Chairs

Pc

44P2010 Chevy Camaro
Stk *GC907'

0

Co 47
on Cn 45
ncer C,o 49
9 Marshall Cc 50
'Jayne Co 44
otre Dame 48
Issell Co 48
s 53
Western 45
in Camp 25
astern Hills 4 7
"A" Classic

11"A" Classic
le 35
II "A" Classic
ner 62 OT

• Coupe
• E Speeo Automatx Transmission

• Stripe Package

Stk OCT0006
• V•6
• P/W
• P/L
•T/C

• AM/FAVCD
• Sunscreen Glass
• Alum. Wheels

NEW

• Trip Computer
• Stow• Rear Heat/AC
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Ouse sad•SAT
we*
"ad Mune GMAC foram Servos

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

ileek

AN `N Mute
County)
sr
Mayheid 38
Bedlam: 42
11 Fulton City 39

want to be your car or truck company.

2008 Dodge Caliber SXT

, IN.

on. 23
6p m

leek

VI 'ff Classic
'aunty)

ry
:krnan Co 51
Rekftand 65
CCA 54

Crly 68

Auto , 6 CO:

6pm
BM 7 45 p rn
8pm

Str STCC •

MSRP

$29,334

Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

-2,585
- 750

444re '25 999*

All er> 2010 Toyota

Yaris
'1,000 Toyota Rebate
or Os For 60 Mos"
All CD 2010 Toyota Corollas
;la'750 Toyota Rebate
or 2.9' For 60 Mos **
Get Extra $500 Toyota lobate WW1 You
Trade la Wier Toyota Towanl Amy Now 2010
Corolla IN WINN - IF YOU TRADE YOUR I OYOTA Disdeaser •Pnce nolucles doc fee of 3149 00, taxes, tne and liCense are add/rota:
Photos tor tilustration purposes onh
•*We apptuyed Toyota Financial Services Creed

-Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company

?1.`11 1

2007 Ford Edge SEL

10

www pepperstoyola com
1.800
•-11
MOS

2009Pontlac Vibe

42,000 Miles,
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #TT0173B

35,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk #CP765

13,991*

918 896*

92,497*

2007 Chevrolet HHR IS

2008Mazda5

90,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #GT9237AA

CIES
- art

Owli APIk*

55,000 Miles,
6 Passenger, Moonroof,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7406

23.000 Miles; 4x4, Loaded
• Stk #P7.417

93,950*

2004 GMC Sierra

2007Buick Rendezvous aL

30,000 Miles,
Short Bed. V-6,
5-Speed.
Stk. #GT9238A

48,000 PAiles, Moonroof,
Leather. Chrome Wheels.
7 Passenger
Stk. #P7407

$10,897*
2009 Pontiac G8
4
;
11

C'

10.000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7412

2009 Chevrolet FIHR LT

18,000 Miles,
Heated Leather,
Moonroom, NAV.
Stk. #CP746

97,985*
2008Honda Accord EX-1.

15,000 Miles,
Chrome Edition,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7416

50.000 Miles,
V-6, Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels.
Stk #P7408

$23.990
2007 Volvo S-80

SAM AVW4 •
III sir ellPir mi

2007 Toyota Yaris

30,000 Miles, V-8, All
Wheel Drive, Heated
Leather, Moonroof.
Stk. #P7365A

s2Z695°

2005Honda Accord EX

51,000 Miles
Stk. #CP762A

49,000 Miles.
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Moonroof. Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7413

stir965*

94,598*

"Whatever a takes, we want to be

your car or truck company "
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on. 23

- 1,000

:torce $31 999*

t
humep

•Disclairner All prices plus tax title and license addrhonal
$149 doc fee included Some photos for illustration purposes
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2010 Chevy Equinox GMC Terrain Buick LaCrosse
IN STOCK NOW
Whafever t ta kes we

Stk

Auto., 5.7 L , V8

5

$25.065
- 1,100
- 1.000

$22,965

kvkins 76, Hopkins

MSRP

Peppe,s Disc
Toyota Rebate

7iu; $31 811*

Stk
PGT0029

Sat eITC011F

CD 2010 Toyota Tundra Double Cab 41x4

5

$35,745
-1,434
- 1,000
- 1,500

$22.850
- 1 751
- 750

$20,399.

Allt0 4 CO.

$18 723*

MSRP
Peppers Discount
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate
Rebates
5

$22,7251
-1,002
-1,000
-2,000

422010 Chevy Traverse

MSRP..
S25.940
Peppers Dis•
- 2.499
5%4 Rebate
- 2.500
G.MAC Financial Bonus Cash - 1,000••

Stk lECT0062
Powell Go 73
0 Montgomery

MSRP
Peppers Discount
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate
Rebates

1111111W7N,0 •

- 1,000••

Stk OCT00414

Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

2400 E. Wood St.• Pans • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. www.peppersautomotive com
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Your Hone!
• Dining Rooms
• Occasional Tables
• Lamps & Pictures
• Youth Furniture

• Jewelry Armoires
• Curio Cabinets
• Bombe Chests
• Ent. Centers

• Accessories
• Computer Desks
• Home Office
• Rockers

• Recliners
• Sleeper Sofas
• Bedrooms
• Living Rooms

AltSimb Strta
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StajtigA31105
Twin Full, Queen & King Sets - Save On Over 100 Sleep Sets
‘11114.001..
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Itellarelleelas Penisiere.
VW,lee at enwsearrisselerrehisee.sess

300 Mode Phalia Street Ketabor KY
927 3401 • 14000-010-0224 haws**. m lig
4S1 Kea* IS* lareat Paducah KY
442-11405• 1-000-460-6224 auaka
MO Miry Kai hhodh, idurray. KY
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*NO INTEREST IF PAID IN FULL IN 2 MONTHS. With approved credil interest will be charged to your eccount from the purchase date it the purchase balance (including premiums for optional credit insurance) is not
pa.cl .n full ,n 12 months, or it you maee a tete payment. **Excludes Value PrIced items. Closeouts Special Seism items, & Room Solulions Does Not Appiy To Prev.ous Purchases Limited Ouantitites on Closeout keens
Not all items at all stores hems similar as stlown.

